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Large-scale groundwater management problems pose great computational 
challenges for decision making because of the spatial complexity and heterogeneity. The 
major output of this thesis is a modeling method to solve large-scale groundwater 
management problems using a newly-developed spatial evolutionary algorithm (SEA). 
SEA incorporates the spatial information of hydrological conditions with the design of 
evolutionary algorithm (EA). The algorithm employs a hierarchical tree structure to 
represent large-scale spatial variables. It is designed to capture spatial characters with 
reduced data volume by focusing on the important subsets of the entire system. This 
focusing results in an efficient representation and reduced computing time. Furthermore, 
special crossover, mutation and selection operators are designed to accommodate 
hydrological patterns and are in accordance with the tree representation. 
A hypothetical optimization problem is used to illustrate the encoding of spatial 
dataset and the detailed procedures of the SEA operators in Chapter 2. This chapter 
discusses how SEA employs a hierarchical tree structure to represent a spatial dataset in a 
more efficient way. It illustrates the SEA crossover, mutation and selection operators in 
details with an example. 
Chapter 3 shows how this method is applied to searching for the maximum 
vegetation coverage associated with a distributed groundwater system in an arid region. 
Vegetation in arid riparian zones heavily depends on groundwater availability, while at 
the same time the distribution of vegetation impacts groundwater flow. This chapter 
describes a methodology to characterize these groundwater-vegetation dynamics using 
the newly developed SEA. This method incorporates spatial patterns of groundwater and 
vegetation distribution to facilitate the optimal search of vegetation distribution 
compatible with groundwater depth. The SEA is applied to searching for maximum 
vegetation coverage associated with a distributed groundwater system in an arid region. 
Computational experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of SEA for large-scale spatial 
optimization problems. 
 Chapter 4 discusses how this method is extended to a discrete spatial optimization 
problem and applied to the operation management of irrigation pumping wells in the 
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Republican River basin, Nebraska. Sustainable management of groundwater resources is 
of crucial importance to irrigated agriculture in arid regions. This chapter focuses on 
optimizing the pumping strategy, including the placement and operations of a large 
number of pumping wells, to alleviate flow depletion and associated ecological damages 
in streams. The SEA is employed to optimize decisions on operating a large-scale 
irrigation pumping plan. The case study is based on the Republican River basin (RRB), 
where excessive irrigation pumping has led to both ecological damages in the streams 
and legal conflicts over water rights in this basin. More than 10,000 pumping wells are 
optimized simultaneously. The pumping yield of all the wells can be determined within 
the modeling framework of SEA. The physical system of coupled groundwater-surface 
water is simulated using a transient MODFLOW model that contains more than 215,160 
grids and 2,903 stream reaches. The groundwater management problem is defined as a 
single-objective optimization problem to maximize total pumping yield under the 
regulations of ecological streamflow requirements. The results from the case study basin 
show that the problem with large-scale groundwater management model can be 
effectively solved by the SEA. This chapter includes some results with different 
streamflow requirements. 
Chapter 5 summarizes the major research findings in this thesis. The developed 
SEA framework is efficient and effective for the spatial optimization of large-scale 
groundwater management. Two case studies are presented in chapters 3 and 4.  However, 
it has some limitations and can be refined and extended by integrating advance spatial 
regression models and sophisticated management models in order to solve very complex 
systems. This chapter also discusses the intellectual merits and broad impacts on other 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
 
1.1. Motivation 
  Groundwater constitutes about 89% of the total fresh water resources in the 
planet [Menon, 2007]. Management of groundwater resources is crucial for sustaining 
irrigated agriculture and maintaining the health of the riparian system in arid regions. 60–
75% of global water withdrawals are used for irrigation [Shiklomanov, 1997]. In the 
United States, the majority of withdrawals (85 %) and irrigated acres (74 %) are in the 17 
Western States, among which 90 % of the groundwater used for irrigation is withdrawn 
in 13 States (e.g. Nebraska, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas) [Kenny et al., 2009]. In many arid 
and semiarid regions, increased competition for limited groundwater resources may cause 
water shortages and can threaten irrigated agriculture [Schoups et al., 2006].  
Moreover, some original riparian vegetation in arid regions has been lost or 
substantially altered due to hydrologic changes, including surface water diversions, 
groundwater pumping, and regulation of flows by dams [Tellman et al., 1997; Scott et al., 
1999]. In many of these regions, vegetation-groundwater interactions are critically 
important for the health of the riparian system. This has been documented by many 
regions in the world, including some watersheds in southwestern U.S. [Grimm et al., 
1997; Tellman et al., 1997], Israel [Shmida et al., 2002] Australia [Groom et al., 2001], 
South Africa [Le Maitre et al., 1999], and China [Zhu et al., 2004]. 
This thesis addresses two specific problems on sustainable management of 
groundwater resources: one is to optimize a pumping system for irrigated agriculture and 
the other is to optimize plans for riparian ecosystem restoration based on the 
groundwater-vegetation interactions. Both cases are characterized by intensive human 
interferences to the groundwater system and pose a human decision context. A systems 
approach is appropriate for addressing both problems. 
However, the spatial complexity and heterogeneity with those problems presents 
great computational challenges for decision support modeling such as optimization. For 
example, there can be thousands of irrigation pumping wells in some heavily irrigated 
basins and the computation is very challenging if not impossible, for conventional 
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nonlinear optimization methods. The goal of this study is to develop an optimization 
methodology that incorporates the knowledge of spatial patterns with the design of 
evolutionary algorithm (EA) to solve large-scale groundwater management 
problems. 
 
Figure 1.1. A general framework for this thesis research 
Evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been demonstrated to be successful in 
solving optimization models for water resources management due to their flexibility 
in incorporating complex simulation models in optimal search procedures [Hilton 
and Culver, 2000, Schütze et al., 2012]. However, a regular EA has limited 
capability in solving large-scale optimization models with spatial datasets. The 
developed SEA method is motivated by the pattern recognition methods used in image 
segmentation and computer vision[Gong and Yang, 2004; Laszlo and Mukherjee, 2006]. 
This method has been recognized as an efficient image processing method but few 
scientists have adopted this idea to solve problems of resources allocation. The algorithm 
developed in this study is for the purpose of solving large-scale groundwater management 
problems based on two case studies as shown in Figure 1.1. The developed method employs a 
spatial dataset such as a tree to represent large-scale spatial variables because it has been 
shown to capture spatial characters with reduced data volume [Samet, 1990] and focuses 
on interesting subsets of the entire system. The benefits of reduced data volume motivate 
the developed spatial evolution algorithm (SEA), which encodes the spatial solutions 
with tree structures, resulting in an efficient representation and reduced computing 
execution time [Samet, 1990].  
Furthermore, special crossover, mutation and selection operators are designed to 
accommodate hydrological patterns, in accordance with a special data structure (i.e., 
tree) . Then it is applied to searching for the maximum vegetation coverage associated 









with a distributed groundwater system in an arid region.  Finally this method is extended 
to a discrete spatial optimization problem and applied to the operation management of 
irrigation pumping wells in the Republican River basin, Nebraska.   
1.2. State of Knowledge  
 
The related research topics of this study are reviewed from different aspects, 
including spatial optimization, spatial evolutionary algorithm, interaction between 
groundwater and vegetation, and optimal groundwater pumping scheduling.  The 
motivation of this study is derived from the review results 
1.2.1. Spatial optimization 
In general spatial optimization is a methodology used to target a management 
objective by searching an appropriate pattern of certain spatial variables, given the 
limited area, finite resources, and spatial relationships in an environmental system 
[Krzanowski and Raper, 2001]. The methodology is challenging because the spatial 
patterns are usually implicit and it is difficult to represent them in quantitative models.  
On the other hand, the methodology is promising because the knowledge of the spatial 
patterns is informative for model design [Grimm et al., 2005] and thus could be useful to 
solve large-scale, computationally expensive models, particularly optimization models.   
The idea of using spatial information to enhance EA for complex spatial 
optimization models was first systematically discussed by Openshaw [1995, 1998]. Since 
then researchers from the areas of geography and computer science have developed SEA 
for a site-search problem [Xiao, 2002; Brooks, 2001], image segmentation [Gong and 
Yang, 2004], K-means clustering [Laszlo and Mukherjee, 2006], domain decomposition 
in spatial interpolation [Wang and Armstrong, 2003], etc. The key procedure is to 
incorporate spatial information for encoding schemes and modification of EA operators 
such as mutation and crossover. Special data structures are used for the implementation 
of the algorithms.  More recently, Cao et al. [2011] used grid to represent a land use 
solution and developed a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II for multi-objective 
optimization of land use (NSGA-II-MOLU) in order to search for optimal land use 
scenarios with multiple objectives and constraints. Fotakis and Sidiropoulos [2012] 
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developed a multi-objective self-organizing algorithm (MOSOA) for a combined land 
use planning and resource allocation problems.  Both methods developed by Cao et al. 
[2011] and Fotakis and Sidiropoulos [2012] need to determine the land use blocks at the 
very beginning and the blocks cannot update along the generations. This affects the 
flexibility of their algorithms. However the blocks or zonations used in SEA can evolve 
over generations depending on the heterogeneity of the system and the computational 
facilities. This offers more flexibilities to the decision makers and modelers, Gong and 
Yang [2004], and Laszlo and Mukherjee [2006] used a tree-based EA in the fields of 
computer vision and clustering but they did not incorporate spatial patterns of their study 
problem and did not aim at solving a management problem. 
1.2.2. Spatial evolutionary algorithm 
Compared to a regular EA (REA), the essential procedure of spatial evolutionary 
algorithm (SEA) is to utilize spatial information in the algorithm design and further 
clarify spatial patterns associated with the modeling problem. Encoding schemes for 
decision variables are fundamental to all EAs. In REA, solutions are encoded with binary 
strings [Holland, 1975], real numbers [De Jong, 1998] or finite state machines [Fogel, 
2000]. Generally the encoding method of the solutions depends not only on the context of 
the problem but also on the EA operators used.  
Brooks [2001] combined EA with a region-growing programme (RGP) for a site-
search problem. In his approach, several seed grids are selected at first and then grown 
into specified-size sites. This algorithm exerts the most computational efforts on 
controlling the growth orientation and shape of the sites, in order to get a contiguous site. 
The study problem, however, is that optimizing patterns of the entire map and growing 
regions from several grids is not efficient for the optimization of the entire map.  
Cao et al. [2011] developed a NSGA-II for multi-objective optimization of land 
use (NSGA-II-MOLU). Both methods developed by Cao et al. [2011] and Bennett et al. 
[2004] must determine the land use parcels at the very beginning. But the pre-determined 
parcels may impact the flexibilities of their methods and the optimized result. Fotakis and 
Sidiropoulos [2012] developed a multi-objective self-organizing algorithm (MOSOA) 
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based on cellular automata to handle both local and global spatial constraints.  However, 
their land blocks are fixed at the very beginning and the land use type is assigned 
uniformly in that block. The developed SEA in this chapter is more flexible than 
MOSOA because the zonations of the decision variables in SEA (comparable to the 
blocks in MOSOA) can evolve over generations and the heterogeneity of the solutions 
will be adapted with the zonations along generations. 
Although both genetic programming (GP) [Koza, 1992] and tree-based SEA use a 
tree as the encoding scheme, it is worth noting some important differences between these 
two methods. First, in SEA the nodes of the tree represent solutions at different spatial 
resolutions while the nodes in GP represent functions GP generated. Second, the height 
of the tree in SEA is limited by the resolution levels as discussed in chapter 2 while the 
tree height in GP is unlimited.  
  
1.2.3. Interaction between groundwater and vegetation 
In many arid regions of the world, surface water-groundwater interactions are 
critically important for the health of the riparian ecosystem [Grimm et al., 1997; Le 
Maitre et al., 1999; Zhu et al., 2004]. To protect riparian ecosystems, special attention 
must be given to the protection of the surface water sources and groundwater systems 
[Batelaan et al., 2003]. Moffett et al. [2012] integrated coupled 2-D surface water and 3-
D groundwater flow and zonal plant water use to study ecohydrological zonation due to 
heterogeneous vegetation-groundwater-surface water interactions. They suggested that 
ecohydrological zones reflect the combined influences of topographic, sediment, and 
vegetation heterogeneity, and are the fundamental spatial habitat units [Moffett et al., 
2012]. Efforts to maintain, enhance, or create hydrologic and other conditions favorable 
for riparian vegetation through ecological restoration are increasing in recent years. 
In riparian ecosystems of arid regions, groundwater is mainly recharged by river 
flows. The water table largely depends on availability of surface water, while the 
contribution from rainfall infiltration is relatively limited. Under this condition, the 
groundwater-vegetation dynamics will control the spatial configuration of vegetation 
[Springer et al., 1999; Saraf et al., 2001; Baird et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2005]. Studies on 
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this aspect focused on the vegetation response to groundwater under designed surface 
water timing, but they did not consider the feedbacks from the vegetation side upon the 
dynamics of the groundwater-vegetation system. 
The response of vegetation to changes in groundwater levels has been widely 
studied and responses of conceptual models of vegetation to increasing and decreasing 
groundwater have been developed [Naumburg et al., 2005].  Some scientists also 
addressed the other side of the vegetation-groundwater interaction, namely, the impact of 
vegetation on groundwater levels through evapotranspiration fluxes. Humphries et al. 
[2011] investigated the interaction between vegetation, groundwater, and occurrence of 
salinity on the Mkuze River floodplain and found that deep-rooted trees could act as 
evapotranspiration pumps and remove water and causing the subsurface concentration of 
solutes. The interactions between vegetation-groundwater can result in an equilibrium 
state between the groundwater flow and vegetation coverage, which is characterized by 
spatial patterns of the hydrological and ecological variables. The equilibrium state will 
change with either hydrological or ecological variables, or both, driving the state to a 
new level of equilibrium. Thus, a final spatial pattern of vegetation depends on the 
dynamic interactions in the groundwater-vegetation system. This proposed research holds 
the premise that, there exists an optimal vegetation pattern in terms of locations and 
densities accommodating to the groundwater flow for riparian ecosystems in that arid 
area. This motivates us to design a spatial optimization model to find an appropriate 
solution for the restoration problem. 
 
1.2.4. Optimal groundwater pumping scheduling 
Sustainable management of groundwater resources is crucial for irrigated 
agriculture in arid regions. Excessive groundwater pumping may result in both ecological 
damages in the streams and economic losses to other water users in the basin scale [Cai 
and Rosegrant, 2004].  
Many scientists have applied EA for the optimal design of aquifer remediation 
wells or pumping facilities (e.g., Wang and Ahlfeld, 1994; Siegfried et al., 2009, Sedki 
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and Ouazar, 2011). While previous pumping design applications using EA have generally 
been deemed successful in their attempts to generate approximately optimal solutions, 
they have typically either been applied to problems of limited size or they are limited in 
their exploration of designs. For example, Kollat and Reed [2006] have applied a 
sophisticated epsilon-dominance hierarchical Bayesian optimization algorithm (ε -
hBOA) approach for the optimal design of less than 60 remediation wells. Chiu et. al 
[2010] developed an optimal pump and recharge strategy to remove the high-nitrate 
concentration while maintaining groundwater levels at desired elevations at specified 
locations as well as meeting water demand. However, this method only optimizes 
operations at 11 pumping wells. Sedki and Ouazar [2011] combined MODFLOW and  
EA to explore the optimal pumping schemes for 46 pumping wells that meet current and 
future water demands.  The computational time with the algorithm seems to increase 
largely with the number of pumping wells. This thesis will handle the computational 
difficulty of large-scale optimization problems for groundwater management where a 
large number of variables have to be included. 
In summary, regular EAs have been successful in solving groundwater 
management problems with a limited number of variables. However, the algorithms are 
not computationally feasible in solving large-scale groundwater management models that 
involve a large number of variables. For those problems characterized with spatial 
patterns of hydrogeology and water uses, the spatial evolutionary algorithm (SEA) that 
takes advantage of both EAs and spatial patterns can be more effective. This thesis 
focuses on developing SEA for large-scale groundwater management models, with a 
hope to further illustrating the effectiveness of SEAd.  
1.3. Research Objectives  
 Although this research aims at general issues on groundwater management, the 
target has been achieved by focusing on groundwater use for both the ecosystem and 
irrigated agriculture. The overall hypothesis of this thesis is: the spatial heterogeneity 
and patterns associated with the spatial variability of hydrogeology and water use 
can be used to improve the computational efficiency of large-scale spatial 
optimization problems for groundwater management. In order to test this general 
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hypothesis, the research has addressed three objectives associated with specific premises 
as stated below: 
Objective 1: Creating a general framework of spatial evolutionary algorithm (SEA) 
and illustrate the SEA encoding and operators with a simple example. 
The first objective is to create a general framework of spatial evolutionary 
algorithm (SEA) for spatial optimization in groundwater management. The main 
components of SEA, including encoding, initialization and EA operators, are re-designed 
with the characteristics of spatial optimization problems. A simple optimization problem 
is created to illustrate the encoding of spatial dataset and the procedures of SEA 
operators. Following that, two applications, one for ecosystem restoration and the other 
for irrigation pumping optimization are used to illustrate the effectiveness of the SEA. 
Objective 2: Developing a spatial evolutionary algorithm (SEA) for a conceptual 
ecological restoration problem and quantifying its performance for the large-scale 
spatial problem. 
The second objective is to create a SEA for a conceptual ecological restoration 
problem. The developed algorithm is tested with different computational experiments to 
quantify its performance. The hypothesis here is that the developed SEA algorithm is 
computationally efficient to find the final pattern of vegetation distribution compatible 
with groundwater availability. This algorithm incorporates spatial patterns of 
groundwater and vegetation distribution to facilitate the optimal search of vegetation 
distribution compatible with groundwater depth. The SEA was applied to searching for 
the maximum vegetation coverage associated with a distributed groundwater system in 
an arid region. 
Objective 3: Extending SEA and demonstrating its applicability to a large scale 
problem of irrigation pumping management. 
The third objective is to apply SEA modeling framework to a real groundwater 
management problem. The hypothesis here is that the developed SEA method can be 
extended to other large-scale groundwater management problems and is applicable to a 
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real-world management of irrigation pumping. This study applies SEA to optimize 
decisions on operating a large-scale irrigation pumping plan. The case study is based on 
the Republican River basin, which is heavily irrigated and has experienced conflicts with 
streamflow depletion. More than 10,000 pumping wells are optimized simultaneously 
and the pumping yield of all the wells is determined by SEA.  
By addressing these objectives, this study is expected to: 1) develop a general 
framework of SEA for groundwater management and illustrate the SEA encoding and 
operators; 2) set up a model to optimize vegetation pattern in an arid area, solve the 
model using SEA, and demonstrate the effectiveness of SEA; 3) illustrate the 
effectiveness of the proposed SEA framework using a real world case study. 
1.4. Intellectual Merits 
 
This research is expected to advance modeling tools to analyze groundwater 
management problems characterized by spatial patterns. A new algorithm combining 
evolutionary algorithm and spatial information is developed to help solve large-scale 
spatial optimization problems in groundwater management. This tool allows users to 
integrate a complex simulation model, and spatial domains and features into a framework 
for solving large-scale, complex groundwater management problems. 
The SEA decision support tool will be directly beneficial to both stakeholder 
communities and scientific communities regarding how human interferences with natural 
systems can be managed to ensure sustainable water resources management. This tool 
can be used for solving other relevant problems such as large-scale hydrologic model 
calibration and parameter estimation. With regard to the application, the study on the 
ecosystem restoration problem will provide information to environmental groups; the 
study on the irrigation pumping problem will end with information for basin managers 
and stakeholders regarding irrigated agriculture development and water use.  
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 develops spatial 
evolutionary algorithms for groundwater management problems. This chapter explains 
how SEA employs a hierarchical tree structure to represent spatial variables in a 
more efficient way. In addition, SEA crossover, mutation and selection operators are 
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designed in accordance with the tree encoding. A simple problem is created to 
illustrate the encoding of spatial dataset and the procedures of SEA operators. 
Chapter 3 applies this method to search for the maximum vegetation coverage 
associated with a distributed groundwater system in an arid region. Computational 
experiments demonstrate the efficiency of SEA for large-scale spatial optimization 
problems. The extension of this algorithm for other water resources management 
problems is also discussed. 
Chapter 4 applies the algorithm presented in Chapter 2 to a real world irrigation 
management planning: the Republican River Basin. Excessive irrigation pumping has 
resulted in both ecological damages in the streams and economic losses to other water 
users in this basin. There are thousands of irrigation pumping wells with the decision 
problem in the heavily irrigated basin and the computation is very challenging for 
conventional optimization methods. This chapter discusses how SEA is applied for 
optimizing decisions on operating a large-scale irrigation pumping strategy. The 
groundwater management problem is defined as a single-objective optimization problem 
to maximize the total pumping yield, under the regulations of streamflow requirement. 
The results from the case study basin show that the problem with large-scale groundwater 
management model can be effectively solved by SEA.  





CHAPTER 2.  SPATIAL EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM FOR  
LARGE-SCALE GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT 
Summary  
Large-scale groundwater management problems pose great computational challenges 
for decision making because of the spatial complexity and heterogeneity. This study 
describes a modeling framework to solve large-scale groundwater management 
problems using a newly-developed spatial evolutionary algorithm (SEA). This 
method incorporates spatial patterns of the hydrological conditions to facilitate the 
optimal search of spatial decision variables. The SEA employs a hierarchical tree 
structure to represent spatial variables in a more efficient way than the data structure 
used by a regular EA. Furthermore, special crossover, mutation and selection 
operators are designed in accordance with the tree representation. A hypothetical 
optimization problem is used to illustrate the encoding of spatial dataset and the 
procedures of SEA. The extension of this algorithm for other water resources 




In general spatial optimization is a methodology used to optimize a 
management objective by searching an appropriate pattern of certain spatial 
variables, given finite resources, and spatial relationships in an environmental 
system[Loonen et al., 2007]. The methodology is challenging because the spatial 
patterns are usually implicit and it is difficult to represent them in quantitative 
models.  On the other hand, the methodology is promising because the knowledge of 
the spatial patterns is informative for model design [Grimm et al., 2005] and useful 
to solve large-scale, computationally expensive models, particularly optimization 
models.  This chapter presents an optimization methodology that incorporates the 
knowledge of spatial patterns with the design of evolutional algorithm and illustrates 
the algorithm with a testing problem..  
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 Evolutionary algorithms (EA) have been demonstrated to be successful in 
solving optimization models for water resources management due to their flexibility 
in incorporating complex simulation models in optimal search procedures 
[McKinney and Lin, 1994, Hilton and Culver, 2000, Schütze et al., 2012]. However, 
a regular EA (REA) has limited capability in solving large-scale optimization models. 
In particular, groundwater management problems that this study focuses on involve 
two-dimensional (2-D) variables.  SEA modifies the encoding and operators of EA, 
and assimilates spatial information to make it more computationally effective for 
spatial problems than REA [Krzanowski and Raper, 2001].  
The idea of using spatial information to enhance EA for complex spatial 
optimization models was first systematically discussed by Openshaw [1995, 1998]. Since 
then researchers from geography and computer science have developed SEA for site-
search [e.g., Xiao, 2002; Brooks, 2001], image segmentation [e.g., Gong and Yang, 
2004], K-means clustering [e.g., Laszlo and Mukherjee, 2006], domain decomposition in 
spatial interpolation [e.g., Wang and Armstrong, 2003], etc. The key procedure is to 
incorporate spatial information for encoding schemes and modifying EA operators such 
as mutation and crossover. A special data structure is required for the realization of the 
procedure.  Xiao et al. [2002] and Brooks et al. [2001] employed graph as a new 
encoding scheme to represent the EA solutions and modified the EA operators to 
maintain spatial contiguity. More recently, Cao et al. [2011] used grid to represent a land 
use solution and developed a non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm-II for multi-
objective optimization of land use (NSGA-II-MOLU) to search for optimal land use 
scenarios with multiple objectives and constraints reflecting the requirements of land 
users. Fotakis and Sidiropoulos [2012] developed a multi-objective self-organizing 
algorithm (MOSOA) based on cellular automata for a combined land use planning and 
resource allocation problem. However, none of these studies have tested their methods 
for large-scale optimization problems with more than 500 decision variables.  Gong and 
Yang [2004] and Laszlo and Mukherjee [2006] used a tree-based EA for image 
processing and showed the effectiveness of the algorithm for image processing 
problems. . In this chapter, we also use the tree as an encoding scheme with a hierarchical 
structure to represent the solutions of groundwater management problems, and tailor the 
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algorithm development to the spatial specialties of the problems under study and employ 
the spatial specialties to re-design the EA operators. We demonstrate the procedures of 
SEA using a test problem. 
 
2.2 Spatial Evolutionary Algorithm (SEA) 
 
Compared to a regular EA, the essential procedure of SEA is to utilize the spatial 
information in the algorithm design and further clarify spatial patterns associated with the 
modeling problem. Using a top-down method, SEA starts from an initial spatial pattern 
of a decision variable and then further refines the pattern as evolution proceeds. The 
accuracy of the refinement depends on the needs of the decision makers. This method can 
then balance the tradeoff between accuracy and computation and hence provides 
flexibility for solving practical problems.  
In this study, the SEA employs a hierarchical tree structure to represent spatial 
variables.  Instead of representing individual grids used in the physical simulation model, 
the tree structure represents a sub-set of grids by branches and leaves. Furthermore, 
special crossover, mutation and selection operators are re-designed to incorporate the 
spatial information. 
2.2.1 Tree-based Data Structure 
Encoding schemes for decision variables are fundamental to all EAs. In REA, 
solutions are encoded with binary strings [Holland, 1975], real numbers [De Jong, 1998] 
or finite state machines [Fogel, 2000]. Generally the encoding method of the solutions 
depends not only on the context of the problem but also on the genetic operators used.  
Xiao et al. [2002] designed a graph encoding and corresponding EA operators to 
solve a multiobjective site-search problem. The spatial contiguity of a site must be 
maintained [Xiao et al., 2002, Figure 5 in Xiao, 2008, Cova et al., 2000] for the site-
search problems and hence an undirected graph is used to represent a contiguous solution. 
In their context, a space can be split into raster cells and each vertex in the graph 
represents a cell in the space and the four edges of this vertex represent the connections 
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between this cell with its adjacent four cells. With this encoding scheme and the 
corresponding EA operators, the solution contiguity will persist through all generations 
of EA. As illustrated in Figure 1 by Wu et al. [2011] and Xiao. [2008], spatial contiguity 
is important for reserve network design and site search because a contiguous landscape 
provides physical condition and increases the opportunities for species dispersal and 
migration. However, many spatial optimization problems, including those in groundwater 
management, the contiguity of spatial variables is not a concern. The variables can be 
spatially distributed without explicit connections, for example, the vegetation coverage 
density patches fed by groundwater extraction (Chapter 3) and groundwater pumping 
wells in different areas (Chapter 4).  Moreover, the method in Xiao [2002] focuses on the 
location and reconfiguration of a small number of patches (10 patches) and exerts more 
computational efforts on changing the location and shape of the site (e.g., identifying the 
neighborhood). However, the optimization of vegetation coverage associated with water 
table or the optimization of groundwater pumping by a large number of wells in a large 
area has a much bigger search space of reconfiguration and the computational efforts will 
be spent mostly on the interesting subsets of the entire spatial domain.  
Cao et al. [2011] used a list or grid of genes to represent a land use solution where 
the position of each gene (cell) represents a unit and the land use of the unit is determined 
by its value. They developed a NSGA-II for multi-objective optimization of land use 
(NSGA-II-MOLU). They applied NSGA-II-MOLU to search for optimal land use 
scenarios with multiple objectives and constraints extracted from the requirements of 
users. Although this method is efficient in searching over tens of thousands of solutions 
of trade-off sets for a multi-objective spatial optimization problem it must pre-determine 
the land use parcels at the very beginning and then optimize the solutions.  However the 
blocks or zonations used in SEA can evolve along the generations depending on the 
heterogeneity of the study problem and the capacity of the computational facilities, which 
offer more flexibility to the decision makers and modelers. For example, a decision 
maker with a quadcore computer can have better refined blocks or zonations to solve a 
medium size problem than that with a single core computer for large-size problems. 
Fotakis and Sidiropoulos [2012] developed a multi-objective self-organizing algorithm 
(MOSOA) based on cellular automata to handle both local and global spatial constraints. 
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This method is applied for combined land use planning and resource allocation problems. 
The study area is divided into land blocks and each block includes a number of pumping 
wells in fixed positions. After optimization of land blocks, each block is assigned a land 
use type and water sources. However, these blocks are fixed at the very beginning and 
the land use type is assigned uniformly in that block.  
Brooks combined EA with a region-growing programme (RGP) for a site-search 
problem [Brooks, 2001]. In his approach, several seed grids are selected first and then 
grown into specified-size sites. This algorithm exerts most computational efforts on 
controlling the growth orientation and shape of the sites, in order to get a contiguous site. 
This algorithm is then limited with pre-determined seed grids and is applied to problems 
of growing regions from several identified sites. 
To solve large-scale spatial optimization problems, this study attempts to 
overcome some limitations discussed above by allowing the zonation (boundary) and the 
content within each zone to be improved simultaneously along the SEA generations.  
Two essential features are needed for the design of the encoding scheme. First, 
since large-scale problems are computationally expensive if each grid of a map is 
encoded as a decision variable, it is necessary for the encoding of the population to 
represent the spatial features with limited data volume. Second, the spatial solutions must 
be represented by a well-defined spatial data structure that facilitates EA operators to 
adopt the spatial features. To meet these requirements, a tree structure is employed to 
represent the spatial solution because it has been shown to capture spatial features with 
reduced data volume [Samet, 1990]. In addition, as shown below, the operators of 
crossover and mutation can be designed to accommodate the tree structure since it is 
convenient for performing block operations.. 
As an example, a vegetation map is encoded as a quadtree to represent one 
individual in a SEA population. Every leaf without a predecessor in the quadtree (e.g., 
part A in Figure 2.1b) represents a uniform coverage in the population map (the blue 
square in Figure 2.1a) while a node (e.g., B in Figure 2.1b) represents four different 







                               (a)                                             (b) 
Figure 2.1 Encoding a spatial individual (a, representing a vegetation density map) with a 
quadtree (b).  
The tree structure of SEA offers flexibility for modelers to get various degrees of 
accuracy of the optimization solution for a large-scale spatial problem. The quadtree 
starts from a rough pattern and then further refines the map. The quadtree in Figure 2.1b, 
for example, starts from a uniform map and is constructed from level 1, as node C shows. 
If the refinement of the map leads to an improvement of the optimization objective, node 
C splits, and the depth of quadtree goes to level 2 and leads to more variations in the 
corresponding map.  If we want to increase the accuracy further, node B in level 2 is split 
again, and the depth of quadtree goes to level 3 (Figure 2.1a). Refinement stops when 
further expansion of the tree does not result in additional fitness improvement as 
specified by the threshold.  
It is worth noting that genetic programming (GP) [Koza, 1992] also uses a tree as 
the encoding scheme, but some important differences exist between GP and SEA. First, 
the nodes of the tree in SEA represent solutions at different spatial resolutions while the 
nodes in GP represent function elements that can be selected for model development. 
Second, the height of the tree in SEA is limited by the resolution levels as discussed in 
section 2.3.2, while the tree height in GP is unlimited.  
2.2.2  Flowchart of SEA  
As shown in Figure 2.2, SEA starts from initialization of population and then 
moves to crossover, mutation, selection and terminates when the stop condition is 
satisfied. The enhanced components have been marked in gray and will be discussed with 
greater detail later. The left loop of the flowchart checks the feasibility of the solution 
(e.g., using the groundwater simulation model to determine whether groundwater can 
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support a projected vegetation coverage.); if not, a new solution of vegetation coverage 
















Figure 2.2 Flowchart of SEA, The left loop checks whether groundwater can support this 
vegetation coverage. The right loop represents the generations of SEA. The 
shadowed rectangles highlight the difference in SEA operators.  
The right loop represents the generations of SEA. The evolution of SEA will not 
stop until (1) the generations reach the maximum limit, (2) there is no improvement 
within a specified number of generations, and (3) a specified percentage of the 
population (popperc in Table 2.1) reaches the maximum height of the tree structure. The 
third stop condition is designed specifically for the hierarchical tree structure of SEA. 
The maximum height of the tree structure is determined by the resolution of the 
simulation model. For example, if the spatial domain is represented by N*N grids in a 
groundwater model that simulates water table corresponding to a specified vegetation 
density map, the maximum height is log2(N)+1, N can be 4, 8, 16,…128 and so on.  
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Table 2.1 Parameter settings of REA and SEA in the test case. Notes: popperc is the 
specified percentage of the population; swapperc is the specified percentage of 
swapping; senp is the probability of splitting sensitive leaves in mutation;  
rsplitp is the probability of randomly splitting in mutation; alterp is the 
probability for alternating leaves in mutation. 
Parameter REA SEA 
Population size 80 80 
popperc  0.8 
Crossover Probability (Pc) 0.8 0.8 
swapperc  0.5 
Mutation Probability (Pm) 0.08 0.5 
senp  0.5 
rsplitp  0.1 
alterp  0.3 
Encoding Real Quadtree 
Crossover method Arithmetic Swapping trees 
Mutation method Non-uniform Splitting and alteration 
Selection method Tournament  Includes patterns 
2.2.3 Crossover on Trees 
To encode the solution with a quadtree, the crossover and mutation operators 
must be modified to meet the spatial property of the tree structure and ensure that the 
results from the two operations are still legitimate quadtrees.  
Swapping has been widely used in GP [Koza, 1992] to exchange the nodes, and 
has been shown to be efficient in many applications [Yang et al., 2006]. In this chapter, 
swapping is only applied to the branches representing the same area in the vegetation 
map between two parents. Figure 2.3 shows an example of crossover in the proposed 
SEA and the generated offsprings. The steps for crossover are described as below: 
Step 1: Identify all the nodes in all levels except level 1 with given two parents. 
Randomly pick specified percentage (swapperc in Table 2.1) of these nodes from Parent 
1 (e.g., C in Figure 2.3);  
Step 2: Determine the node within the same area in Parent 2. (e.g., Node D in Figure 2.3); 
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Step 3: Swap all the nodes and leaves that are the descendants of C and D. Go to Step 1 












Figure 2.3 Crossover swaps two nodes in the same location between two parents. For 
example, nodes C and D swap and generate two offspring. 
Besides simple swapping, an advanced swapping is proposed in some 
applications such as the graft crossover [Gong and Yang, 2004]. In the graft crossover, 
different nodes between two parents are identified first and the descendants of that node 
are swapped. This graft crossover can guarantee that the two offsprings are different from 
the parents. In this study, a simple swapping is used, by which some parents with a high 
fitness value are totally inherited. 
There are two benefits for crossover operated on the nodes of a tree in SEA rather 
than on grids (nodes represent the hierarchical structure of the tree). Firstly, crossover on 
the nodes can pass on the favorable organizations of vegetation coverage to following 
generations as discussed in section 2.3.3. Secondly, it is more computationally efficient 
for large-scale problems because a crossover on the node can change a relatively big sub-

















Unlike the crossover in GP, which can be operated at different branches in the 
tree or within the same individual, the crossover in SEA swaps nodes representing the 
same location and is only applied between individuals. This operational restriction in 
SEA is based on the assumption that a favorable organization in one location may not 
maintain the fitness at another location.  
2.2.4 Mutation (Splitting and Alternation) 
Mutation is important for introducing new information into a population. 
Conventional mutation is not efficient for large-scale problems because randomly 
changing some parts of the population without the guidance of spatial patterns may be 
computationally expensive in achieving convergence.  
Three criteria are used in designing the mutation operator of the proposed SEA. 
First of all, it is preferable that the mutation is efficiently implemented on the large-scale 
problem with the help of spatial patterns extracted from the study problem. Second, some 
randomness must be included to maintain the diversity of the population and balance 
exploration and exploitation [Holland, 1992, Sefrioui and Périaux, 2000]. Third, the 
resultant offspring is required to be a legitimate quadtree to ensure the consistency of the 
encoding in the next generation [Gong and Yang, 2004]. Based on these criteria, three 
operations are used in mutation for image segmentation in the tree-based GA: splitting, 
merging and alternation [Gong and Yang, 2004]. These operations will obviously 
preserve the quadtree structure. As described in this chapter, SEA employs two of those 
operations: splitting and alternation. Both are operated on the leaves of a tree. However, 
merging is not a part of the operation because it is not necessary to decrease the 
resolution of the spatial map during optimization. For other spatial optimization problems 
such as detecting the edges of image segments, merging may be a flexible option of 
mutation to adjust the resolution. 
Similar to the conventional mutation operator, alternation randomly picks some 
leaves and changes their values. Splitting, which is based on the sensitivity of the leaves 
to improve fitness, focuses computations on interesting subsets of the entire map. Figure 
2.4 shows an example of mutation operations. As discussed in section 2.3.1, splitting, 
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together with the tree structure, increases computational efficiency and flexibility for 











(c)                                                 (d) 
Figure 2.4 Spatial mutation has two operations: splitting and alteration. Leaves E and F 
in (b) have been spitted into four leaves separately as shown in (d). Leaf G has 
been alternated with another value.  And the resolution of the corresponding 
map has been increased as shown in (c). 
However, splitting is not totally dependent on sensitivity: some insensitive 
regions are also selected randomly for splitting to maintain the diversity of the population 
and reduce the risks of pre-convergence. More diversity of the leaves is also introduced 
by randomly alternating some leaves based on the specific probability. As Figure 2.4 




















Figure 2.5 Procedures in the spatial mutation. Note: rand is a random number, senp is the 
probability of splitting sensitive leaves, rsplitp is a probability of randomly 
splitting, alterp is a probability for alternating leaves. 
Four parameters control the mutation operation: mutation probability (gam), 
probability of splitting sensitive leaves (senp), probability of randomly splitting (rsplitp), 
and a probability for alternating leaves (alterp). Rand is a random number. Figure 2.5 
illustrates the detailed procedures in spatial mutation and Table 2.1 shows the parameter 
setting for the testing problem used in this chapter.  The general procedures for the 
mutation operation are: 
Step 1. Randomly pick one parent, identify all the leaves at the lowest level, and calculate 
its tree depth; 
Step 2. If rand< senp AND tree depth <=max depth    for criteria (1) 
Sort the leaves identified in step 1 in ascending order according to their 
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Randomly pick one parent and 
identify leaves and depth 
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Split these leaves into four descendants and apply a random value for each 
descendent 
 If rand < rsplitp                                     for criteria (2) 
Randomly pick leaves, split them into four descendants and apply 
a random value for each descendant 
End  
Else if rand< alterp                                          for criteria (2) 
  Pick one leave identified in step1 and assign it with a random value  
 End  
End 
Step 3. Pick the next parent and go to step 1 until all the parents have been randomly 
picked.  
 
2.3 Illustration Example  
 
To better illustrate the procedures of SEA, a simple example of 4*4 grids of 
vegetation coverage fed by groundwater is set up to demonstrate the results from each of 
the SEA procedures. Figures 2.8a-d shows the results from all the procedures with the 
generation and manipulation of the first generation. Figure 8a visualizes four solutions 
after initialization. Figure 2.6b shows that solution 1, 3, and 4 are selected because they 
are of higher fitness and are ready for crossover. Figure 2.6c shows that the middle parts 
of solutions 2 and 4 are swapped after crossover as indicated by the dashed circles. 
Figure 2.6d shows the bottom parts of solution 2 are altered and top part of solution 3 is 
split to obtain a more detailed vegetation density distribution (i.e., with better map 






 (a) Four solutions are generated after initialization. Solution 1, 3, 4 have higher fitness 
and are chosen in the selection. 
 
(b) Two parts at the same location in solution 2 and 4 are chosen and swapped in the 
crossover as the dashed circles indicate.  
 
     (c) The dashed circles in solution 2 and 4 indicate the crossover result. The solid 
circles in solution 2 and 3 show that these parts are selected for mutation. 
 
        (d) The solid circles in solutions 2 and 3 show the mutation result. 
 
        (e) The feasibility of the solutions has been checked by the physical model and 
some solutions have been updated as the solid squares in solutions 2 and 3 indicate. 




        (f) Solutions after selection, crossover and mutation in generation 2. 
Figure 2.6 Procedures and results of SEA operations in two consecutive generations with 
an illustration example 
As evident from the Figure 2.2, some solutions after the crossover and mutation 
may not be compatible with the groundwater conditions. The developed SEA will check 
the feasibility of the solutions and adjust the solutions before initialization and after 
mutation in each generation. Comparing Figure 8e and Figure 8d, we can see that some 
infeasible solutions have been adjusted before the SEA operation in generation 2. For 
example, the blue squared part in solution 2 represents a river grid and is incapable of 
any vegetation and hence is assigned a zero vegetation density. Also, the blue squared 
area in solution 3 has a water table lower than the threshold level, so it cannot support 
vegetation growth (see equation 3.4 in Chapter 3) and hence is assigned a zero vegetation 
density( Figure 8e). 
Figure 8f shows the generated individuals after each SEA operation in generation 
2. As explained in section 2.3.2, this loop continues until one of the termination criteria is 
met as section 2.2.2 explains. In summary, four initial feasible solutions are generated in 
four steps. First, four solutions are initialized for generation 1. Second, solutions (1, 3 
and 4) with higher fitness are selected for further operations. Third, certain percentage 
(Pc) of the solutions is randomly chosen by specified percentage (swapperc) of nodes to 
swap these solutions as shown by the oval dashed line in Figure 2.6b. Finally, mutation 
operator is conducted and the bottom part of solution 2 and the top part of solution 3 are 
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split (oval solid line in Figure 2.6c). After checking with groundwater availability, some 
parts of solution 2 and 3 are updated before going to the selection (square in Figure 2.6d). 
After generation 1, these four procedures will then be conducted for generation 2 and so 
on. 
 
As discussed in section 2.2, SEA is efficient for a large-scale spatial optimization 
problem especially when the computation is beyond the capacity of REA. However for a 
small problem which REA can solve, SEA is not expected to exceed REA or even takes 
longer time because the former has extra steps to operate on trees.  
To test this hypothesis, a simple 4*4 groundwater model (16 decision variables) is 
first created and 16 grids are assigned with values within the range of [0,0.99]. The “true 
fitness” is 4.95 for this simple model with enumerations. Then both SEA and REA are 
employed to solve this simple model and computational time and fitness are compared. 
 
 
                     (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 2.7 Comparison of computational time and fitness for small problem with 16 
decision variables 
To compare SEA and REA fairly, the groundwater model, the system constraints, 
and all the shared EA parameters of these two algorithms were set uniformly for this test. 
The same conceptual groundwater model was used as the test issue and the groundwater 
constraints were also the same. The computational experiments are finished with 




















































We found that the computational time is very similar between SEA and REA for 
a small problem size with 16 decision variables (Figure 2.7a). In addition, Figure 2.7b 
shows SEA has smaller fitness than REA because the former has some approximations 
when assigning the same values based on patterns. This test result validates the 
hypothesis that, SEA doesnot exceed REA for a small problem size such as 16 decision 
variables which REA can solve. 
With the same groundwater model, this chapter also tested both SEA and REA 
for a relatively bigger problem size with 8*8 grids (64 decision variables). As Figure 2.8a 
shows, the computational time of SEA and REA is very similar if both algorithms run 
100 generations. However, the fitness is quite different compared to REA: SEA increases 
the fitness by almost 30% for the test problem with 64 decision variables. This indicates 
that SEA is more efficient for a bigger problem size. More complete testing and 
comparison for different problem size will be discussed in chapter 3. 
  
                     (a)                                                                           (b) 
Figure 2.8 Comparison of computational time and fitness for a relatively big problem 
with 64 decision variables 
 
2.4 Discussion and Conclusions 
 
In this chapter, the main components of SEA, encoding, initialization and EA 
operators, have been modified to take advantage of the spatial information to solve large-
scale spatial optimization problems. In addition, the spatial patterns used in crossover, 




















































SEA from a regular EA. The test example presented how SEA encodes the spatial dataset 
and the SEA procedures.  
However, there are some limitations in the application of SEA. First of all, the 
assumption for the effectiveness of SEA is that there exist spatial patterns in the spatial 
dataset of decision variables. If the pattern does not exist, the decision map will be 
essentially based on the manipulation of grids.  SEA does not provide an accurate 
solution.  In particular, when the spatial dataset has a checkerboard pattern [Samet, 1990] 
but does not have any neighboring pattern, the data volume of SEA cannot recognize it. 
Secondly, the accuracy of SEA solution depends on the resolution of the map, i.e., how 
much detail the map includes. For a small scale problem like the illustration example 
with only 16 decision variables, REA is feasible and is more accurate as shown in Figure 
2.7. The developed SEA is motivated by the tree-based EA developed by Gong and Yang 
[2004] and Laszlo and Mukherjee [2006]. But there are two major differences between 
SEA in this study and their methods: (1) They did not incorporate spatial patterns in the 
selection operator; (2) they used an energy function as an optimization objective while 
SEA in the persent study used a management objective to solve the problems of 
resources allocation. Many scientists used tree-based GA and spatial dataset in the field 
of image processing while few scientists adopted this idea to solve a spatial optimization 
problem in the field of water resources planning and management. The challenge is to 
customize EA operators and constraints to better accommodate the characteristics of a 
specific problem. This is further discussed in the next two chapters in which the SEA is 




CHAPTER 3.  OPTIMIZE VEGETATION COVERAGE IN AN ARID 
REGION USING SPATIAL EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM  
Summary  
Vegetation in arid riparian zones heavily depends on groundwater availability, while 
at the same time the distribution of vegetation impacts groundwater flow. In this 
chapter, the SEA is applied to searching for maximum vegetation coverage 
associated with a distributed groundwater system in an arid region.  This method 
incorporates spatial patterns of groundwater and vegetation distribution to facilitate 
the optimal search of vegetation distribution compatible with groundwater depth. 
The SEA employs a hierarchical tree structure to represent the vegetation coverage 
density in a more efficient way. Furthermore, SEA crossover and mutation operators 
are designed in accordance with the tree representation; a selection operator is 
designed based on the spatial information of the study problem. The computational 
experiments through the vegetation coverage optimization problem demonstrate the 
efficiency of SEA for large-scale spatial optimization problems.  
3.1. Introduction 
 
This chapter describes an optimization methodology to optimize vegetation 
patterns based on groundwater-vegetation interactions in arid regions. Groundwater 
availability limits plant growth and the spatial pattern of vegetation depends on the 
distribution of groundwater depth. Meanwhile, the distribution of vegetation affects 
the groundwater flow in the area through evapotranspiration fluxes. Such 
interactions can result in an equilibrium state between the groundwater flow and 
vegetation cover, which is characterized by spatial patterns of the hydrological and 
ecological variables. The equilibrium state will change with either hydrological or 
ecological variables, or both, driving the state to a new level of equilibrium. Thus, a 
final spatial pattern of vegetation depends on the dynamic interactions in the 
groundwater – vegetation system. This study searches for an optimal vegetation 
pattern in terms of locals and densities, which is best accommodated to the 
groundwater flow in the area. Through a spatial optimization model, the results can 
be used for ecosystem restoration in an arid area. 
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In this chapter, we also use tree as an encoding scheme with a hierarchical 
structure to represent the solutions (coverage density map), and develop algorithm 
tailored to the spatial specialties of the studying problem described above, and employ 
the spatial specialties to re-design the EA operators. In particular we demonstrate the 
effectiveness of SEA to solve a large-scale water management and ecosystem restoration 
problem. In the rest of this chapter, we first describe the model to optimize vegetation 
coverage with a hypothetical case study area. Following that, we discuss the details of the 
spatial information, data structure and algorithm design for the vegetation management 
problem. Finally we compare the performance of the newly-developed SEA and REA in 
terms of the solution fitness and computational time. 
3.2. Groundwater Model Description 
 
The study problem can be formulated as an integrated simulation and optimization 
model as shown in Figure 3.1. It is assumed that vegetation is sustained by groundwater 
in an arid region with a very limited amount of precipitation.  Figure 3.1 shows the 
systematic combination of models, management objectives and decision variables.  
 
Figure 3.1 Conceptual model of the study problem 
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The 2-D decision variable 
ijx is the vegetation density in this area and ija
represents the grid area. I and J are the indices of the grids set up for a groundwater 
model. The objective of the management model is to maximize the total vegetation 
coverage. The vegetation density (
ijx ) varies from 0 to 1 indicating the percentage of 
vegetated area over total area in that grid. 
refx is the reference vegetation density such as 
0.4. LBx  and UBx in equation (3.3) show the low bound and upper bound of vegetation 
density, which are 0 and 1 respectively.  
Equation (3.2) represents a constraint of groundwater availability in an arid 
region. Function
ijg  quantifies how much water table is lower than the extinction depth 
elevation (Hxd in equation 3.4) with density ijx  in grid (i,j). It is determined after water 
table is calculated with the groundwater model.  
 Figure 3.2a shows the boundary conditions and conductivity zones of the study 
problem. This steady-state model is generated with a heterogeneous conductivity using 
MODFLOW 96 [McDonald and Harbaugh, 1988]. A river package of MODFLOW is 
included to simulate a fixed lake recharging the aquifer with a constant head equaling 
114m. To minimize the impact of other boundary conditions on the distribution of the 
vegetation coverage, two small specified fluxes are set as the left and right boundaries to 
discharge the extra water. In addition, vegetation on the outer boundary is not included in 
the optimized objective to exclude the impact of boundary condition on the distribution 





       (a)                     (b)                (c) 
Figure 3.2 (a) shows the boundary conditions. CF means constant flux and K means 
hydrological conductivity. (b) shows the groundwater table without vegetation 
and (c) shows water table with vegetation density=1.  The dark blue area in (c) 
is where groundwater table is lower than extinction depth and it cannot support 







Figure 3.3 Evapotranspiration (ET) curve in ETS in MODFLOW 96. Hxd is an extinction 
depth elevation; d is an extinction depth; ETp is a potential ET; (head-Hxd) is 
the saturated thickness. This figure is modified from Figure 1 [Baird et al., 
2005]. 
ETS package in MODFLOW 96 is employed to simulate the relationship between 
evapotranspiration (ET) and the groundwater depth. As equation (3.4) shows, it is 
assumed that ET decays linearly with decreasing water table, reaching a value of zero at 
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Where Hxd is an extinction depth elevation and d is an extinction depth and ETp 
is the potential ET [Maddock III and Baird, 2003] as Figure 3.3 shows. 
Table 3.1 Hydrological parameters in the study problem 
Area [km2] 64 Bottom elevation of river [m] 95 
Potential ET[mm/year] 150 Width of river 30 
Extinction depth [m] 6 Length of river [m] 6E3 
Top elevation [m] 117 Thickness of river bed [m] 0.5 
Bottom elevation [m] 95 Conductivity of river [m/day] 0.9 
Stage of river [m] 114 Conductance of river [m2/d] 5.4E4 
 
Table 3.1 shows the ET parameters in an arid region in accordance with those 
from Liu et al. [2005]. Comparing Figure 3.2b and Figure 3.2c, the head decreases from 
an average of 113.50m to 111.49m. Especially the head at the upper right corner in 
Figure 3.2c is lower than the extinction depth, indicating that groundwater cannot support 
full vegetation density in this test case and the vegetation coverage density needs 
scientific management to accommodate the groundwater availability. 
Though the vegetation coverage will evolve and will be optimized automatically 
according to the environmental conditions [Lejeune et al., 2002], the designed study 
problem has a practical applicability for the sustainable management of a riparian 
ecosystem in many arid regions. For example, Northwestern China wants to restore the 
vegetation and is planting more trees and grass by providing more water to this degraded 
area. Then the water manager needs to know how the new vegetation coverage will affect 
the groundwater flow and whether the added vegetation coverage can be sustained by the 
newly added water from upstream reservoirs or withdraws. Thus the decision of 
vegetation coverage is a management issue of vegetation and water supply. 
The spatial optimization method developed in this chapter will subsequently 
focus on exploring the interactions of the spatial patterns of vegetation and groundwater, 






In this study, the SEA employs a hierarchical tree structure to represent spatial 
variables, which is the vegetation coverage density in this study problem. This chapter 
also discusses how to design the operators based on the spatial information identified for 
this study problem.  
3.3.1. Extension of SEA for Large-scale Vegetation Restoration 
Following the methodology development in Chapter 2, this chapter discusses 
more details about the application of SEA for large-scale vegetation restoration problem. 
Particularly, it focuses on the employment of spatial information and validation of prior 
information by numerical experiments. 
The generation of the initial population can be created according to problem 
properties and the modelers’ needs. For the optimization problem of vegetation coverage 
mentioned above, a feasible coverage map is randomly generated and then the pattern is 
recognized based on the groundwater availability (i.e., larger density stays with location 
of higher water table). To solve a real vegetation coverage problem, the current 
vegetation coverage map can be used as a basis to generate the initial population.  An 
appropriate initial population can reduce the generations required to reach the optimized 
coverage map from the current coverage map.  
3.3.2. Identify the Spatial Information 
The spatial information generated from the study problem contains important 
information about the characteristics of the problem. Thus it is beneficial to incorporate 
them into the design of SEA. This offers the modelers an opportunity to apply their 
professional experience and insights when they try to recognize these patterns and 
incorporate them into the optimization models. 
Three types of spatial information are recognized and employed in this chapter. 
First of all, the vegetation density in some sub-areas may be sensitive to the improvement 
of fitness. These sub-areas can be considered as promising parts of the large volume of 
data and deserve more intensive search and exploitation. 
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The sensitivity is defined as follows: 
density  of change
fitness of change
y Sensitivit                                              (3.5) 
Similar to the promising index in nested partition methods [Shi et al., 1999], 
sensitivity works as a quantifiable index of spatial information and guides a concentrated 
computation on these significant subsets. The sensitivity index will be applied to the 
mutation operators in order to focus on the computation of interesting subsets of the 
entire vegetation density map. 
The sensitivity is calculated only once after the initial information is determined. 
Though the simulation model will be evaluated each time the sensitivity is calculated, the 
sensitivity index is not computationally expensive since it is calculated once before the 
evolution starts. Because we assume that the vegetation coverage has no abrupt change 
after initialization, the sensitivity index should be consistent and can be determined 
before the evolution. 
Second, some continuous zonations of vegetation density may represent a good 
organization of vegetation coverage after generations. Then, it is preferable that this 
organization is kept in the evolution of SEA. Fortunately, nodes of the tree may represent 
some organizations and crossover on the nodes will not destroy them but can pass them 
on to the next generation. 
The third important information is the correlation between vegetation density and 
the saturated thickness (head-Hxd in Figure 3.3) of groundwater. In arid regions with 
little precipitation, we assume that the vegetation is mainly supported by groundwater 
and hence the distribution of the vegetation coverage is highly correlated with that of the 
saturated thickness of groundwater. The spatial information of correlation is interpreted 
by a quantitative index like the correlation coefficient between vegetation density and the 
saturated thickness. This information is incorporated in the spatial selection operator and 
more details are discussed in section 2.3.7.  
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This chapter discusses how spatial information is incorporated into the spatial 
selection representing the preference for the optimized vegetation coverage. It must be 
mentioned that some spatial information may be explicit like the boundary of locations 
for a site selection problem. These strict spatial constraints can be incorporated into other 
operators such as crossover or mutation [Xiao, 2008] to exclude infeasible solutions. 
Since the preference for specific vegetation coverage is implicit and not as strict as the 
boundary for a site, this information can be incorporated in the selection for a preference. 
3.3.3. The Role of Prior Information 
Prior information in the study problem can be very helpful in speeding up the 
evolution in SEA. For example, a specially defined spatial selection is used in this 
vegetation case study. The spatial selection can be defined by the following equation: 
Max total coverage + λ*(correlation coefficient)                                 (3.6) 
                                               (a)                             (b) 
Besides the original objective (3.6a), the spatial selection is driven by an 
additional component (3.6b) to incorporate spatial information. Lambda (λ), a weight of 
two components, can be determined by modeler’s experiences. In section 3.4.4 different 
lambdas have been applied to verify the effectiveness of spatial selection. It is worth 
noting that (3.6b) is only used for the selection and not included in the fitness shown in 
the test result. 
The correlation coefficient is calculated between vegetation density in each 
zonation and the saturated thickness in that zonation. The nodes of tree can represent 
some zonations. In SEA, density zonations are detected after the vegetation pattern is 
recognized. The correlation coefficient is not included in the selection operator of REA 
because REA does not recognize any pattern and the operators cannot preserve zonations. 
In REA, the correlation coefficient between vegetation density and the saturated 
thickness can be calculated in each grid. However the correlation based on each grid may 
not make much sense for the optimization if it is included in the selection of REA 




This correlation is explicitly included in the selection of SEA though vegetation 
and groundwater are physically correlated and their interaction is already simulated by 
MODFLOW with the EVT package. We find that (3.6b) in spatial selection can alleviate 
the random search of EA and enhance the exploitation for a large-scale problem and 
hence help to find a better solution as verified in section 3.4.4. 
3.4. Computational Experiments 
 
These experiments aim at examining whether SEA sustains its effectiveness as 
problem size increases. Five groundwater models with different resolutions were 
constructed based on the same conceptual model as described in section 3.2. The smallest 
groundwater model with 8 by 8 grids was constructed at first. Then each model grid was 
refined into four grids and 8*8 model became 16*16 model with a grid tool of Vistas 5 
[Rumbaugh, 2000]. This refinement continued until all five models were constructed. As 
the problem size increases, the number of decision variables and hence complexity of 
optimization model increase. 
For a fair comparison of fitness among five models, the ultimate true fitness 
should be the same for different problem sizes. A uniform density such as 0.4 is assigned 
to each grid of five groundwater models. Then the depth from extinction depth elevation 
to water table (Hxd-head) in each grid is determined by the equation 3.4. In this way the 
ultimate true reference fitness remains the same since the total coverage equals 0.4*area 
for different problem size in this computational experiment. 
Table 2.1 gives the detailed parameter settings of REA and SEA in the test case. 
Details about crossover and mutation operators in REA can be referred to Dorsey [1995] 
and Michalewicz [1996], respectively. It is noteworthy that the mutation parameters in 
SEA can be determined by the modelers. If an optimized solution with high resolution is 
required, a high mutation probability (Pm) and senp can be used. In the test case, about 
Pm*(senp*(1+ rsplitp))=27.5% leaves are spit and Pm*(1-senp)*alterp =7.5% leaves are 
altered with the parameter setting shown in Table 2.1. In addition, population size of 
REA should be increased as the number of decision variables increases. However, the 
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population size is set the same for all the problem sizes in this chapter in order to get a 
fair comparison of computational time for different problem sizes.  
Three scenarios were tested: (1) both optimized patterns of vegetation coverage and 
the fitness were compared when SEA and REA ran with unlimited computational time 
until they converged; (2) the final fitness was compared when both algorithms ran with 
similar computational time; and (3) the computational time was compared when SEA and 
REA reached the same fitness. 
3.4.1. Performance Comparison When Model Converges 
As the problem size increases, both SEA and REA take more time to converge 
because of two reasons. Firstly the groundwater model requires more time for simulation. 
Also the optimization complexity increases because of an increased number of decision 
variables. The comparison of SEA and REA indicates that SEA reaches a better fitness 
with fewer generations than REA (refer to Table 2.1). For example, SEA achieves better 
fitness using less than 60% of the computational time as REA.  
 




















Figure 3.5 Optimized vegetation coverage when model converges. 
Figure 3.5 shows the comparison of optimized vegetation map generated by SEA 
and REA. We can see that results from SEA result show a clear pattern: there is more 
vegetation near the river since river is the only source recharging this aquifer. There is no 
vegetation far away from the river because the water table is too low to support any 
vegetation.  
However, as the problem size increases, the pattern generated by REA is less 
explicit. Especially for a large problem with 128*128 grids, REA has no clear pattern and 
the optimization is dominated by noise because of the huge computational complexity 
caused by large decision variables. In addition, REA doesn’t converge for a large 
problem with 128*128 grids because of a relatively small population size (80 in this 
chapter) and a large number of decision variables (128*128). From this point of view, 
SEA shows advantages in solving this large problem with the same population size since 
the number of decision variables in SEA is adaptive according to the spatial 
homogeneousness. 
River River River 
River River River 
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The distribution of vegetation density shown in Figure 3.5 can be explained by 
the water table shown in Figure 3.2c. In Figure 3.2c, the water table is as high as 114m in 
the red area where the river is located. However, it can be assumed that vegetation is 
unable to survive in the river and the density of vegetation is zero in the river. Further, 
vegetation on the outer boundaries is not included in the optimized objective and the 
density on outer boundaries is also zero. The green area in Figure 3.2c is where the water 
table is higher than the extinction depth with full vegetation, which means this area can 
support a density as high as 1. From Figure 3.5 we can see that most corresponding areas 
have a density more than 0.8 except some yellow and blue patches in SEA 128*128. This 
means for the largest problem SEA has not achieved a true optimal point yet. The dark 
blue area in Figure 3.2c can only support partial vegetation and the corresponding area in 
Figure 3.5 has varying density. In addition, vegetation near the left boundary has a higher 
density than that near the right boundary because the left flux out is much lower as 
shown in Figure 3.2a and leaves more groundwater for vegetation.  
Figure 3.6 gives reasons for the different vegetation patterns. For a small problem, 
the difference of fitness between SEA and REA is not that big. For a large problem 
with128*128 grids, however, SEA evolves very fast while the improvement of fitness for 
REA is too small to be noticeable.  
   
Figure 3.6 Comparison of fitness for different method and different problem size 
 
3.4.2. Performance Comparison with Similar Computational Time  
As shown in Table 3.2, SEA obtains higher fitness than REA especially for large 














































fitness than REA for the problem with 128*128 grids. This illustrates that SEA is more 
efficient for a large-scale optimization problem. 
Table 3.2 Comparison of fitness with similar computational time 
 
 
3.4.3. Performance Comparison When Both Reach Similar Fitness  
When both algorithms reach similar fitness, SEA takes no more than 12% of 
computational time compared to REA (Table 3.3). The last column in Table 3.3 shows 
the computational time ratio of SEA over REA. This time ratio is reasonable because 
REA evolves very slowly when the model has a large number of decision variables 
shown in Figure 10 and it requires a huge computational time.   
Table 3.3 Comparison of computational time when both algorithms reach similar fitness 
 
Starting from the same initial coverage map, SEA evolves much faster than REA. 
Figure 3.7 shows that the vegetation pattern is more explicit as far as evolution goes for 
SEA while the pattern generated by REA evolves very slowly and the optimized 




Figure 3.7 Pattern changes under both algorithms for a large problem 
3.4.4. Verification of Spatial Selection  
In this experiment we also want to verify whether the spatial selection helps to 
speed up the evolution of SEA. Different lambdas are incorporated in equation (3.5) to 
include different emphasis on a highly correlated vegetation map compatible with 
groundwater depth. With a big lambda, a vegetation map with a high correlation has 
more chances to be selected. If lambda equals to 0, the correlation is not included and has 
no effect on the selection. In this chapter we use lambda= 0, 5, 10 for different problem 
sizes to compare the computational time and fitness. 
Table 3.4 Time and fitness of SEA with various lambda when generation=100 
 
As shown in Table 3.4, SEA with a positive correlation spends almost the same 
time but gets a much better fitness than that without correlation included. Though the 
fitness for both lambda=5 and 10 is not significantly higher than that for lambda=0, the 
mean fitness from these two scenarios (mean(5,10)) exceeds that for lambda=0 
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consistently for all the five problems. This is illustrated in Figure 3.8. In addition this 
exceedance becomes more explicit as the problem size increases, which means the spatial 
selection will be more beneficial for large-scale problems.  
 












Figure 3.9 Comparison of spatial fitness with lambda=5 of SEA and the original fitness 
for different problem size. Spatial fitness with a reasonable lambda guides the 
evolution of SEA. 






































































































(a) SEA8, lammbda=30 
 
(b) SEA8, lammbda=50 
 
(c) SEA8, lammbda=100 
   
(d) SEA32, lammbda=30 (e) SEA32, lammbda=50 (f) SEA32, lammbda=100 
Figure 3.10 Comparison of performance with lambda=30, 50 and 100 of between spatial 
fitness (blue line) and original fitness (red line). When lambda is bigger than 30, 
spatial fitness misleads the evolution and causes decrease of original fitness 
(blue line). 
Selecting a moderate lambda is also important for the effectiveness of SEA. 
Fitness cannot be ultimately improved as lambda increases. On the contrary, a huge 
lambda may mislead the evolution and causes decrease of original fitness as shown in 
Figure 3.10b, c. This is reasonable since selection operator in SEA is based on two 
components as shown in equation (3.6) and the contributions from two components must 
be balanced. For example, if a very high lambda is used, for example, lambda=50 or 100, 
the correlation between groundwater and vegetation coverage may dominate the 
evolution of SEA and the original objective of maximized vegetation coverage does not 
take much effect. This may mislead evolution of SEA to a wrong direction and over-
emphasize highly correlated vegetation coverage maps and disregard less correlated but 
more maximized coverage maps. This has been validated by the numerical experiments 
as shown in Figure 3.10b and e: when lambda is bigger than 30, original fitness (equation 











































































2.6a) decreases, though spatial fitness (the entire equation 3.6) increases. After testing 
lambda between 5 to 100 for different problem size, we found that lambda within 5, 30 is 
proper for this study problem. 
3.5. Discussion and conclusion 
 
This chapter describes a methodology which characterizes the groundwater-
vegetation dynamics using SEA. In this chapter, the SEA was applied to searching 
for the maximum vegetation coverage associated with a distributed groundwater 
system in an arid region. Computational experiments demonstrate the efficiency and 
effectiveness of SEA for large-scale spatial optimization problems. Besides the SEA 
operators and the illustration example discussed in Chapter 2, this chapter 
specifically demonstrates how to include the spatial patterns of vegetation and 
groundwater in the design of SEA operators for this study problem. In addition, 
spatial selection is designed to include spatial patterns and verified by the 
computational experiment shown in section 3.4.4.  
This study provides a general modeling framework for the vegetation 
management problems using a conceptual case study. This framework can help to 
restore the riparian vegetation in an arid region with frequent drought conditions. 
However, some modifications have been made using the management model of the 
conceptual study; in an attempt to simplify the problems (refer to equations 3.1-3.3).  
More sophisticated management models should be employed for a practical vegetation 
management problem such as using multi-objective to represent the interests from 
different stakeholders [Deb, et al., 2002]. Fortunately, the SEA framework can be 
extended to incorporate the non-dominated sorting properties in NSGA-II [Deb et al., 
2002, Seshadri, 2007] and generate Prato-front. In addition, spatial patterns of a real 
problem may be complicated and advanced spatial analysis methods are encouraged to 
quantify the spatial patterns such as mixed regressive-spatial autoregressive models 
[Overmars, et al., 2003]. This modeling framework is flexible and efficient for large-
scale problems since the optimization resolution of the vegetation coverage depends on 
the needs of the decision makers and available computational facilities. This method 
incorporates spatial patterns of groundwater and vegetation distribution to facilitate 
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the optimal search of vegetation distribution that is compatible with groundwater 
depth. The SEA employs a hierarchical tree structure to represent the density of 
vegetation coverage in a more efficient way. Furthermore, SEA crossover and 
mutation operators are designed in accordance with the tree representation and the 
selection operator is designed based on the spatial patterns of the study problem.  
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CHAPTER 4.  SPATIAL EVOLUTIONARY ALGORITHM FOR 




Sustainable management of groundwater resources is of crucial importance for irrigated 
agriculture in arid regions. This chapter focuses on optimizing the pumping strategy, 
including the placement and operations of a large number of pumping wells, to alleviate 
flow depletion and associated ecological damages in streams. A spatial evolutionary 
algorithm (SEA) is employed to optimize decisions on operating a large-scale irrigation 
pumping plan. The case study is based on the Republican River basin (RRB), where 
excessive irrigation pumping has resulted in both ecological damages in the streams and 
legal conflicts over water rights in this basin. More than 10,000 pumping wells will be 
optimized simultaneously and the pumping yield of all the wells can be determined by 
the SEA coupled with a transient MODFLOW model, which simulates the physical 
system of coupled groundwater-surface water system containing more than 215,160 grids 
and 2,903 stream reaches. The groundwater management problem is defined as a single-
objective optimization problem to maximize total pumping yield under the regulations of 
ecological streamflow requirements. The results from the case study basin show that the 
large-scale groundwater management model can be efficiently solved by the SEA 
(coupled with MODFLOW) In addition, results with different streamflow requirements 
are also presented. 
4.1 Introduction 
 
Sustainable management of groundwater resources is of crucial importance for 
irrigated agriculture in many arid and semiarid regions. Rosegrant et al. [2002] suggested 
that improved management of existing surface water and groundwater resources is very 
important to maintain the food supply from irrigated agriculture. In addition, 
groundwater can provide a buffer or insurance when surface water supplies are subject to 
uncertainties [Tsur, 1990]. Schoups et al. [2006] investigated strategies such as 
conjunctive management of surface water and groundwater resources and engineered 
improvement for an alleviated impact of drought on irrigated agriculture. Cai et al. 
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combined genetic algorithms with linear programming approaches to solve long-term 
irrigation planning and water allocation in Central Asia [Cai et al., 2001].On the other 
hand, excessive irrigation pumping has resulted in both ecological damages in the 
streams and economic losses to other water users in many areas around the world [Cai 
and Rosegrant, 2004]. Hu et al. [2012] found that current irrigation practices in the North 
China Plain are inefficient and are a waste of the limited water resources. They quantified 
the ecological and environmental benefits of groundwater recovery in the study area with 
appropriate irrigation schemes. It is an important task to design optimal pumping 
schedules, including the placement of new wells and operation of existing irrigation 
pumping wells to both match the irrigation requirements and mitigate their impact on 
ecosystems. This chapter integrates the study of physical processes with decision issues 
for sustainable management of groundwater resources, with an application to a real case 
study. 
Following Chapter 2, this chapter presents a novel computational framework that 
optimizes the pumping strategy, including the placement and operations of a large 
number of pumping wells, to alleviate flow depletion and associated ecological damages 
in streams. The problem is computationally challenging for conventional optimization 
methods: There are thousands of irrigation pumping wells for optimization and the 
computation may be beyond the capacity of the conventional optimization methods using 
a personal computer. This paper extends the spatial evolutionary algorithm (SEA) 
developed in Chapter 2 for optimizing decisions on operating a large-scale irrigation 
pumping plan. The case study area is the Republican River basin (RRB), which is heavily 
irrigated and has experienced conflicts caused by the streamflow depletion. More than 
10,000 pumping wells will be optimized simultaneously and the pumping yield of all the 
wells can be determined by the SEA. The physical system of coupled groundwater-
surface water is simulated using a transient MODFLOW model that contains more than 
215,160 grids cells and 2,903 stream reaches. The SEA and MODFLOW are coupled for 
analyzing the irrigation management problem. 
Many scientists have applied combined simulation-optimization models for the 
optimal design of aquifer remediation wells or pumping facilities [Wang and Ahlfeld, 
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1994, Siegfried et al., 2009]. For instance, Wang and Ahlfeld [1994] combined the 
numerical simulation of groundwater flow and contaminant transport with a nonlinear 
optimization solver MINOS for the optimal design of aquifer remediation strategies. 
Their approach explicitly selects both the pumping yield and well location by defining 
the spatial coordinates and pumping yield of the wells as decision variables.   
Although gradient-based optimization methods or solver have been thoroughly 
investigated and applied for irrigation management such as  MINOS [Wang and Ahlfeld, 
1994] and SNOPT [Schoups et al., 2006; Gill et al., 2002], quite a few scientists choose 
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) as an optimization method to optimize irrigation 
management due to EA’s flexibility in incorporating complex simulation models in 
optimal search procedures [Schütze et al., 2012]. For instance, Karamouz et al. [2008] 
developed a genetic algorithm model to optimize the crop pattern of irrigation networks 
considering water allocation priorities and surface and groundwater availability. 
Siegfried et al. [2009] developed a multiobjective EA together with MODFLOW model 
for groundwater management, which optimized the placement and the operation of 
pumping facilities over time for a long-term planning of groundwater usage where 
freshwater supply is naturally limited. Wang and Zheng [2007] developed a Modular 
Groundwater Optimizer based on EA, which can be readily coupled with MODFLOW 
and MT3D [Zheng, 1990] for an optimal site remediation. Wang and Cai [2009] used 
genetic algorithm (GA) to determine the optimal irrigation schedules (irrigation timing 
and amount) for the Havana Lowlands during growing seasons. Wang and Cai [2007] 
presented a coupled forward-inverse approach by integrating ensemble Kalman filter 
(EnKF) and GA to estimate the optimal irrigation schedule. Their approach can handle 
the impact of model and observation error and the unknown biased error with irrigation 
inputs [Wang and Cai, 2007].  
While previous applications of pumping design using EA or GA have generally 
been deemed successful in their attempts to generate approximately optimal solutions, 
they have typically either been applied to problems of a limited size or limited in their 
exploration of designs. For example, Kollat and Reed [2006] have applied a sophisticated 
epsilon-dominance hierarchical Bayesian optimization algorithm (ε-hBOA) approach for 
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the optimal design of less than 60 remediation wells. Sedki and Ouazar [2011] combined 
MODFLOW and GA to explore the optimal pumping schemes for 46 pumping wells that 
can meet current and future water demands. Chiu et al. [2010] developed an optimal 
pump and recharge strategy to remove the high-nitrate concentration while maintaining 
groundwater levels at desired elevations at specified locations as well as meeting water 
demand. However, the optimization model is limited to the operation of 11 pumping 
wells. The computational time with GA increases largely with the number of pumping 
wells and hence regular GA or EA cannot solve large-scale irrigation management with a 
large number of pumping wells. This thesis aims at handling the computational difficulty 
of large-scale optimization problems for groundwater management.  
Kuo et al. used a simple GA for the decision support in irrigation project planning 
at Utah [Kuo et al., 2000]. They used binary encoding of GA for the irrigation 
management but their study area is relatively simple and there are only 13 irrigation 
wells for optimization [Kuo et al., 2000]. Nicklow et al. [2009] systematically reviewed 
the applications and development of GAs in the field of water resources planning and 
management including irrigation pumping management. Kumar et al. [2006] developed a 
GA method and optimized crop water allocations from an irrigation reservoir in India. 
The objective was to maximize relative yield from a specified cropping pattern. Nixon et 
al. [2001] used a GA-based model to identify water allocation schedules for off-farm 
irrigation systems. Their objective function focused on maximizing the number of water 
orders that are delivered at a particular time, limiting variations in supply channel flow 
rates, and minimizing the exceedance of channel capacity. Both Kumar et al. [2006] and 
Nixon et al. [2001] designed specific objective functions in their optimization model but 
did not explore the feasibilities of their methods to a large-scale problem. More recently, 
Fotakis and Sidiropoulos [2012] developed a multi-objective self-organizing algorithm 
(MOSOA) based on the cellular automata and applied it for a combined land use 
planning and resource allocation problems. They divided the studied area into land 
blocks and each block included a number of wells in the fixed positions. After 
optimization, each block is assigned the land use type and water sources. However, the 
block boundaries are determined at the very beginning and the pumping wells in each 
block are assigned uniformly. The innovative SEA discussed in this chapter is more 
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flexible than MOSOA because the zonations in SEA (comparable to the blocks in 
MOSOA) can evolve along generations and the pumping located in each zonation will 
adapt as zonations evolve. 
 The problem to solve in this study includes 11,158 irrigation wells (as 
documented in the Republican River Compact Model in August, 2006) and the 
computation for optimal placement and operation of such a large number of wells is very 
challenging, if not impossible, for conventional optimization methods. The decision 
space (or total number of possible designs) of a pumping strategy problem grows 
exponentially as the number of wells grows. For example, if there are 100 pumping wells 




) possible designs. The 
computational difficulty has been shown to limit an integrated management modeling of 
groundwater resources at a large basin or national scale (Siegfried et al., 2009). To solve 
such problems more effectively motivates the development of a more effective 
optimization approach. The purpose for the design of the approach does NOT focus on 
each of the over 10,000 wells, but on the spatial distribution of the clusters of pumping 
wells, including their location and pumping yield. The results will provide support for the 
design of groundwater pumping regulations in the study area. 
The groundwater management problem is defined as a single-objective 
optimization problem to maximize the economic profit, under the regulations of 
groundwater use. The results from the case study basin show that the large-scale 
groundwater management model can be solved by the SEA. Some interesting results such 
as the coupling of the geological pattern with the water use pattern in the case study area 
will be presented in this chapter. The spatial distribution of pumping yield follows some 
patterns associated with irrigation water demand and geologic conditions. These patterns 
provide opportunities to extend SEA for decisions of pumping yield. Following Chapter 
3, the SEA initialization procedure, the modification the EA operators will be improved 
by incorporating the spatial patterns specific to this application. A test will be conducted 




The rest of this chapter discusses the background information of RRB in section 
4.2. Section 4.3 concentrates on the methodology that optimized irrigation pumping 
management problems in the study basin. Following that, details of the innovative SEA 
method such as the data structure and algorithm design for the pumping management 
problem are presented. Modeling results and discussion are given in section 4.4 and 4.5 
respectively. 
4.2 Study Area and Groundwater Model 
 
As shown in Figure 4.1, the RRB is a typical example of conflicting watershed 
management objectives among states sharing the same basin. This basin has experienced 
ongoing conflicts over streamflows in the Republican River, which flows from Colorado, 
across southern Nebraska, and over the northern state border into Kansas. Groundwater 
regulations have been implemented in response to claims in the U.S. Supreme Court by 
Kansas against Nebraska and Colorado over the Republican River [McKusick, 2002,]. As 
a result of this litigation, the following policies were implemented in the Nebraska part of 
the basin to help preserve stream flows by 2004 [Palazzo, 2007]: (1) well drilling 
moratoria, (2) metering of wells for irrigation, (3) pumping limitations and (4) irrigated 
acre certification.  
 
 
Figure 4.1 Location of the RRB and the diagram of groundwater model [modified from 
Appendix B of Republican River Compact Administration, 2003]. The 
Frenchman Creek watershed 
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Frenchman creek watershed is also shown in the upper left part of this diagram 
and experienced serious streamflow depletion from 1993 to 2006. 
Pumping restrictions were imposed by setting an annual per-acre allocation of 
groundwater for wells in this basin [Nebraska Department of Natural Resources, 2008]. 
Irrigation wells are assigned an upper bound based on their locations: wells in the Upper, 
Middle and Lower Republican River are given annual allocation of 13, 12, and 9 inches 
per acre, respectively [Palazzo, 2007]. Differences in the upper bounds on pumping are 
intended to reflect the natural condition in this basin since the eastern portion has 
significantly more rainfall than the western portion [Palazzo, 2007]. 
The Republican River Ground Water Modeling Committee originally developed a 
comprehensive ground water model to represent the ground water flow system in the 
RRB [Republican River Compact Administration, 2003]. The primary purpose of this 
model (RRCA Model) is to determine the amount, location, and timing of streamflow 
depletions caused by pumping and to determine streamflow accretions from water 
recharge imported from the Platte River Basin into the RRB [Republican River Compact 
Administration, 2003]. As shown in Figure 4.2, constant head boundary condition (BC) 
for this groundwater model is assigned along the Platte River, the eastern boundary of 
Kearney, Clay, Nuckolls, and Adams Counties, Nebraska; and in Cheyenne County, 
Colorado where the Ogallala aquifer continues south of the RRB [Republican River 
Compact Administration, 2003]. All other boundaries are no-flow boundaries or drains. 
The stream network was adopted from the USGS Republican River Study [Republican 
River Compact Administration, 2003]. Specifically we extract the RRCA model during 
the period of 1993-2006 as the simulation period of this study because RRB experienced 
a heavy streamflow depletion in this period. More details about setting up RRCA Model 
and hydrological parameters including hydrological conductivity, recharge, and ET 





Figure 4.2 Boundary conditions for RRCA model 
 
The streamflow depletion and the corresponding ecological damages in RRB 
have gained wide attention from both ecologists and hydrologists. Since 1999, several 
research papers specifically discussed the depletion and ecological problems in RRB. 
Szilagyi [2001] identified the cause of declining flows in the Republican River and found 
that combined effects of human activities such as crop irrigation, change in vegetative 
cover, water conservation practices, construction of reservoirs and artificial ponds 
resulted in the observed decline in runoff. Perkins and Sophocleous [1999] integrated the 
quasi-distributed watershed model SWAT (soil water assessment tool), with MODFLOW 
to study stream yield under drought conditions in lower RRB in Kansas. Their integrated 
model can simulate the hydrology and the hydraulic response of an interconnected 
stream-aquifer system and the model results showed that reduced irrigation water use 
produced a corresponding increase in base flow and stream yield. Moreover, 
Sophocleous and Perkins [2000] applied their model to three different watersheds 
(including RRB) with three different management aspects emphasized. Their application 
results demonstrated that the integrated model is practical and versatile and can enhance 
model calibration and thus the reliability of model results.  
More recently some scientists addressed groundwater management in the RRB 
from ecological, hydrological and economic perspectives [Martin et al., 2012, Lenters et 
al., 2011]. Martin et al. [2012, 2009] studied white bass movement using acoustic 
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telemetry in two irrigation reservoirs of RRB and proposed a management approach for 
the addition of walleye spawning habitat in irrigation reservoirs of RRB. Wen and Chen 
[2006] evaluated the impact of groundwater irrigation on streamflow in Nebraska by 
examining fifty years of streamflow data from 110 gauging stations in eight major river 
basins.  Palazzo [2007] integrated a geospatial dataset and an optimization model to 
study farm-level impacts of alternative spatial water management policies for the 
protection of instream flows in RRB.  
However, few scientists have solved a basin-wide management of the irrigation 
pumping wells though it is very important to allocate limited water from a basin 
perspective and avoid conflicts among different states.  Challenges for a basin-wide 
management partly come from the huge computational requirement because there are 
thousands of irrigation pumping wells in the RRB and the traditional optimization 
methods can hardly solve this computationally expensive management model. This 
chapter demonstrates the practicability and efficiency of the newly developed SEA 




4.3.1 Spatial Evolutionary Algorithm (SEA) Framework  
EA is used widely to solve the irrigation optimization problem because of its 
flexibility to be connected with very nonlinear and discontinuous numerical models 
[Wang and Cai, 2009, Schütze et al., 2012]. However, scientists generally applied EA to 
problems of limited size or limited search space [Kollat and Reed, 2006, Sedki and 
Ouazar, 2011, Chiu et. al, 2010]. For large-scale irrigation strategies, scientists may 
divide land blocks before optimization and assign a uniform pumping yield to all the 
wells located in that land block [Fotakis and Sidiropoulos, 2012] or use an administrative 
area (e.g., county) as a boundary and assign a total pumping rate to all the wells located 
in that county. Hence, the resolution is very coarse [Wan et al., 2012]. The innovative 
SEA used in this chapter is much more flexible than previous studies since the zonations 
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in SEA (comparable to the blocks in Fotakis and Sidiropoulos, 2012) can evolve over 
generations, and so does the pumping yield for each of the zones.  
Table 4.1 Parameter settings of SEA for groundwater irrigation management in RRB 
 
In this chapter, the SEA developed in Chapter 2 is extended and applied to the 
groundwater irrigation management in RRB.  A tree data structure is also used as an 
encoding scheme with a hierarchical structure to represent the solutions (irrigation 
pumping yield in RRB), tailor the algorithm development to the spatial specialties of the 
studying problem, and employ the spatial specialties to re-design the EA operators. In 
particular, we demonstrate the effectiveness of SEA to solve a large-scale irrigation 
management problem. Table 4.1 gives the detailed parameter settings of SEA in this real 
case. As discussed in Chapter 2.3, SEA has 6 extra parameters and the main parameter 
differences between SEA and regular EA are marked in bold in Table 4.1. Details about 
arithmetic crossover and non-uniform mutation operators in regular EA can be referred to 
Dorsey [1995] and Michalewicz [1996], respectively. It is worth noting that the mutation 
parameters in SEA can be determined by the modelers. If an optimized solution with high 
resolution is required, a high mutation probability (Pm) and Sensitive percentage for 
splitting (senp) can be used. In this application, about Pm*(senp*(1+ rsplitp))=45.5% 
leaves are spit and  Pm*(1-senp)*alterp =4.5% leaves are altered with the parameter 




4.3.2 Extension of SEA for Large-scale Pumping Strategies  
Following the original development discussed in Chapter 2, there are two main 
differences between SEA for irrigation management in this chapter and that for 
vegetation restoration in Chapter 3.  First, the former is for discrete decision variables 
while the latter for a continuous land use planning. Hence a mask matrix indicating the 
locations of existing wells is multiplied with the decision maps before the pumping yield 
information is passed to the groundwater model shown in Figure 4.3. Second, different 
hydrological patterns are used for different groundwater management problems. 
 
Figure 4.3 A diagram of the modeling framework for the pumping optimization problem. 
The gray box shows the main differences between SEA and the traditional 
Evolutionary Algorithm (EA) for an irrigation pumping management problem.   
 
Figure 4.3 shows the systematic combination of models, management objectives 
and decision variables. The top rectangle shows the details of the simulation model and 
the bottom rectangle shows the components of the irrigation pumping management 
model. The physical system of coupled groundwater-surface water is simulated using a 
transient MODFLOW 2000 model [Harbaugh et al., 2000], which is originally developed 
by Republican River Compact Administration [2003] and contains more than 215,160 
grids and 2,903 stream reaches. When a new set of pumping yield is generated in the 
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management model, the groundwater model will update its Well input (.wel) and 
Recharge input (.rch) accordingly to simulate the impact of pumping on the groundwater 
table and streamflow. 
4.3.3 Spatial Information in the Pumping Strategies  
Besides the sensitivity and zonations inherent in the design of SEA as discussed 
in 3.3.2, the spatial information of historical pumping yield is also incorporated in the 
initiation of this real pumping management problem. The initialization of population can 
be determined by the historical pumping yield or a combination of hydrological 
conditions. In this case study, SEA detected the zonations of pumping yield based on the 
real pumping yield in August, 2006 and found that there were 1570 zonations. 
Subsequently SEA assigned different upper and lower boundaries to different zonations 
based on the mean pumping yield within that zonation. In this way, SEA can determine 
proper zonations and assign reasonable initial value for each zonation for this large-scale 
management problem. Other spatial information such as zonation or neighborhood of 
pumping yield is inherent in the SEA tree representation as well as crossover and 
mutation operators. The sensitivity of pumping change to the fitness change in some 
zonations is also incorporated in the SEA tree representation and selection operator. 
The pumping management model is set up as follows. The objective of the 
pumping management model is to maximize the sum of the pumping yield over all 
pumping wells in this basin under the regulations of streamflow requirement.  It is noted 
that this optimization model with one single objective maintains the full computational 
complexity and decision makers can easily include complex management models in the 
SEA framework. SEA is applied to a model with a simplified objective function 
(equation (4.1)) without losing the computational complexity of the problem. For an 
optimization model with multiple objectives, this SEA framework can be further 
extended to incorporate the non-dominated sorting properties in the NSGA-II [Deb et al., 
2002, Seshadri, 2007] and generate Prato-front to identify the tradeoff curve or Pareto 









Figure 4.4 Original pumping yield [cfs] in August, 2006 







max                                                                            (4.1) 
subject to ktijtkt QrxQ
*)(                                                                      (4.2) 
0 ijt
UB
ijt xx                                                                             (4.3) 
)(* oldijtkt xQQ                                                                      (4.4) 
The 2-D decision variable ijx is the pumping yield for the grid (i,j) in the RRB. M 
and N are determined by the grid number of groundwater model (in this case row M=165, 
column N=326). ktQ  in Equation (2) represents the streamflow at the k
th
 gage station at 
time t. Twenty USGS gage stations in this basin are selected for monitoring streamflow, 
i.e., k=1, 20. The streamflow threshold ktQ
*
is determined by the original pumping yield 
old
ijtx as shown in Figure 4.4, where r represents a relaxation coefficient such as 0.8, 0.95, 
1.05 in this model. More discussions about the impact of r on optimized irrigation rate 
and the corresponding streamflow will be presented in the results section. 
UB
ijtx  in 
equation (4.3) shows the legal water limits set by the Natural Resource District (NRD) in 
Nebraska or physical constraint of pumping wells. Note that all the maps of pumping 
yield in this chapter such as Figure 4.4 and 4.5 adopt a map of pumping wells with 
different colors showing the different level of pumping yield for an illustration of both 
the pumping yield and well locations unless otherwise specified. 
rate [cfs]  
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The stream package (STR) together with MODFLOW 2000 is used to determine 
streamflow Q in equation (4.2) and (4.4). As shown in equation (4.4-4.5), these equations 
are very nonlinear since the stream package uses Darcy equation for streamflow and 
Manning Routing for stream stage rivh . The STR package together with MODFLOW 
2000 can account for the amount of flow in streams and simulate the interaction between 
surface streams and groundwater [Prudic, 1989]. This Streamflow-Routing package is 
better than analytical solution in simulating the interaction between aquifer and stream 
because the former can be used to simulate complex systems that cannot be readily 








hriv                                           (4.6) 
4.4 Results 
 
4.4.1 Optimized Irrigation Strategies 
Table 4.2 presents a summary of the optimized irrigation strategies during two 
periods of June to August and September to October, 2006, representing the irrigation 
season in the area. The computational experiments were completed using MATLAB 
Version 7.4 and a Dell desktop of Intel Core 2 Duo CPU and Ram 2GB. 
Table 4.2 shows that SEA is feasible and effective in solving the large-scale 
irrigation pumping problem in reasonable computational time using a personal computer. 
Compared to the computationally expensive simulation using a complex groundwater 
model, optimization of 11,158 wells and 2,330 wells in the two periods, respectively, 
only takes about 21% and 16% of the total computational time. 
The computational time of simulation and optimization is counted separately. 
Simulation time is the product of each groundwater simulation and the total number of 
groundwater simulations. The optimization time is the total computational time minus the 
simulation time. Each groundwater simulation time is evaluated based on the average of 
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It is anticipated that the simulation time takes the majority of the total 
computational time as discussed in other groundwater optimization research [Mckinney 
and Lin, 1994; Rogers and Dowla, 1994; Serrano et al., 2008]. For this reason, some 
scientists applied a neural network [Rogers and Dowla, 1994; Aly and Peralta, 1999] or 
external finite difference models [Gorelick, 1983] to generate a response function to 
replace the original computationally demanding groundwater model. 
EA is computationally more expensive [Morshed and Kaluarachchi, 1998] than 
gradient-based optimization methods, and SEA shares this computational demand. As 
such, SEA is expected to require more time than gradient-based optimization methods. 
However, SEA also inherits the flexibilities of EA for solving complex, discontinuous 
groundwater models. For this reason, EA has been widely used in groundwater 
optimization as discussed in section 4.1. 
Table 4.2 Optimization result of irrigation strategies in 2006 
Time Period June-August, 2006 September-October, 2006 
Population size 100 100 
Time [hour] 12.6 2.21 
Total pumping [cfs] 21589 4086 
Well number 11158 2330 
Generations 201 83 
Total pumping over original 
pumping [cfs] 6204 3859 
Simulation time [hour] 9.9 1.9 
Optimization time [hour] 2.7 0.31 
Optimization time percentage 0.21 0.16 
However, SEA offers the benefit of solving a large-scale spatial optimization 
model with a personal computer. With a personal computer, 21% of the time spent on the 
optimization of 11,000 decision variables has seldom been explored by other scientists 
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who applied EA for groundwater optimization. Table 4.2 provides a useful reference for 
other scientists engaged in similar research. 
Table 4.2 shows the comparison of the optimized pumping yield map and the 
original pumping yield map in the irrigation season in 2006. We can see that more 
pumping yield is suggested in the downstream area and less in the upstream area 
following the optimization objective, i.e., maximizing the total pumping in the entire 
basin. This also implies that the current pumping in the upstream area (especially in the 
Frenchman Creek watershed as shown in Figure 4.3) might be too large while the 
downstream area needs to increase pumping.  
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Original pumping in Oct, 2006
 
 
















3.5 Optimized pumping in Oct, 2006
 
 




















Figure 4.5 Difference between optimized pumping yield and the original pumping yield 
in August, 2006 
   
Figure 4.6 (a) Original pumping yield in October, 2006 and (b) difference between 
optimized pumping yield and the original pumping yield in October, 2006 
 
Figure 4.7 shows the location of USGS streamflow gage stations, which are used 
as the streamflow constraint shown in equation 4.4. Figure 4.7b indicates that streamflow 
with an optimized pumping yield is generally lower than that with original pumping yield 
since total optimized pumping yield is 6,204 cfs more than the original one. Streamflow 
is especially sensitive to pumping change in the upstream area such as at gage station 2, 3, 
4, 6 and 19. Hence more caution is required when adjusting pumping yield in the heavily-
irrigated upstream area.  
Original pumping in Oct, 2006
 
 

















Difference of pumping in Oct, 2006
 
 























    
 
(b) Streamflow comparison at 20 gage stations in November, 2006. 
Figure 4.7 (a) Location of USGS gage stations used in equation (4.2), and (b) is the 
streamflow comparison in November, 2006 with original pumping yield and 
optimized pumping yield in June-October, 2006. 
4.4.2 Irrigation Strategies with Different Management Scenario 
The impact of streamflow requirement on the optimization is also explored in this 
section. Figure 4.8 shows the streamflow comparison at different gages with different 
management scenarios. As shown in equation 4.2, different relaxation coefficient r 
represents different degrees of streamflow constraints. As r increases from 0.8 to 0.95, 
streamflow constraints become stricter and the maximized objective (total pumping yield) 
is expected to be smaller. Comparing Figure 4.8a with Figure 4.8b, the streamflow 






















(a) Location of USGS gage stations for monitoring streamflow. The length of the 
green bar in each station shows the sensitivity of the streamflow at that gage 
station to one cfs decrease of pumping yield in the whole basin. 
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streamflow with a relaxation (r=0.95) at Gage 3 is higher than that with the original 
pumping yield. This means that the optimized result allows less pumping in the area 
close to Gage 3 but allows more pumping far away from Gage 3. Another interesting 
finding is that the optimized pumping yield has different impact on the streamflow at 
Gage 2 and Gage 3, though both of them are located at the upper stream of RRB. Gage 
19 experiences the most severe streamflow depletion in all 20 gage stations. We found 
that even if all pumping wells in RRB have been shut off, the streamflow in Mid-July is 
very low in 2006 as shown by the orange line of Figure 4.9. If the local government 
wants to recover the streamflow close to Gage 19, alternative water management 
strategies such as infrastructural improvement [Schoups et al., 2006] may be taken to 
increase the streamflow and restore the ecological requirement. 
 
(a) Streamflow at Gage 2 
 
(b) Streamflow at Gage 3 
 
(c) Streamflow at Gage 19 
 
(d) Streamflow at Gage 10 
 






































































































































































Figure 4.9 Streamflow comparisons with and without pumping at Gage 19 from 
2005-2006 
 
In this case study, we chose 2006 as a demonstration year for the irrigation 
optimization since change of pumping in 2005 will not affect the irrigation season (June-
Oct) in 2006. As indicated by the black line in Figure 4.9, even when all the pumping 
wells in 2005 have been shut off, the streamflow will recover before April, 2006.  So the 
pumping management in the irrigation season (from Jun. to Oct.) is relatively 




  This method is flexible in design of the management zonations (clusters) as it 
allows for changing the size of the pumping well clusters The cluster of wells 
(comparable to the zonations in SEA) is fixed in Mulligan and Ahlfeld [2012] while the 
well clusters in this study can be automatically adjusted. This is due to the fact that SEA 
generations increase based on the tradeoff of optimization objective and management 
conditions. From the management perspective, SEA is more flexible since the pre-
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determined clusters may not be the best for the management purpose if the prior 
information is not sufficient. 
 This method is most efficient with dense pumping and may not be a good option 
for sparse wells since the management takes all the model grids in the SEA 
representation no matter how many wells are active. For example, if there are 100 active 
wells in the groundwater model with 1000 columns and 1000 rows, the management 
design will optimize the decision for 1,000,000 grids. Besides 100 active wells, SEA also 
optimizes the management strategies for 999,900 inactive wells, which is not necessary.  
4.6 Conclusions 
 
This chapter describes a spatial optimization model to optimize the location and 
pumping yield for over 10,000 wells in the basin context to match irrigation requirement 
and to alleviate flow depletion and the associated ecological damages in streams. 
Specifically this chapter demonstrates how a novel approach can be extended and applied 
to solve a large-scale irrigation management problem in a reasonable computational time 
using a personal computer.  
SEA modeling framework shows promising results of a large-scale irrigation 
management problem in an efficient manner using a personal computer. This framework 
is especially important from a practical perspective for decision makers who may not 
have access to super computers or know how to use them. This approach serves as an 
efficient alternative for decision makers who want to manage a large-scale irrigation 
strategy in the entire basin with limited computational facilities.  
As discussed in Chapter 2, this approach is flexible and efficient for large-scale 
problems since the accuracy of the refinement as well as the resolution of the optimized 
solutions depend on the needs of the decision makers and available computational 
facilities. For example, it took about 12 hours to conduct the optimization of 11,000 
irrigation pumping wells in the RRB. For a larger basin with more irrigation wells such 
as optimizing water allocation in the entire Mississippi river, it takes much longer 
computational time to get the same resolution of optimized result because of the large 
number of irrigation pumping wells that need to be optimized. However, the resolution of 
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the optimized result can be decreased to save computation if there are no enough 
computational facilities while the decision makers still want to make an optimization for 
the entire Mississippi river. 
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CHAPTER 5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The focus of this research is modeling the large-scale groundwater resources 
management under environmental heterogeneity with spatial evolutionary algorithm 
framework. Particularly, this thesis develops an innovative spatial optimization method 
and employs it to solve large-scale real case studies. 
5.1 Research Findings 
 
The research finding are summarized in these aspects: 1) developing a SEA 
framework for spatial optimization of large-scale groundwater management;2) setting up 
a model to optimize vegetation pattern in an arid area, solve the model using the 
developed SEA, and demonstrate the effectiveness of the SEA; and 3) illustrating the 
effectiveness of the proposed SEA framework through a real world case study. 
The developed SEA method incorporates the knowledge of spatial patterns of 
hydrological conditions with the design of EA. This method employs a hierarchical tree 
structure together with special EA operators to solve large-scale spatial optimization in a 
more efficient way. This new method is applied to two specific problems related to 
sustainable management of groundwater resources: one is to explore plans for riparian 
ecosystem restoration based on groundwater-vegetation interactions; the other is to 
optimize a pumping system for irrigated agriculture. The spatial complexity and 
heterogeneity associated with those problems pose great computational challenges for 
decision support modeling such as optimization. 
In the first case study, the SEA is applied to searching for the maximum 
vegetation coverage associated with a distributed groundwater system in an arid region. 
Computational experiments demonstrate the efficiency of SEA for large-scale spatial 
optimization problems. In the second case study, the SEA method is extended for the 
optimization of the irrigation pumping strategy, including the placement and operations 
of a large number of pumping wells, which can alleviate flow depletion and associated 
ecological damages in streams. More than 10,000 pumping wells are optimized 
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simultaneously and the pumping yield of all the wells is determined within the modeling 
framework of SEA. 
5.2 Limitations  
This study demonstrates a novel approach to solve large-scale groundwater 
resources management problems. Two problems related to sustainable management of 
groundwater resources are addressed and solved efficiently with the approach.  
SEA modeling framework shows a promising result in terms of solving large-
scale groundwater resources management in an efficient manner with a personal 
computer. As discussed in Chapter 3, the spatial patterns included in the selection are 
important to guide the evolution of SEA. So it is important to identify proper spatial 
patterns and represent them in an appropriate way. For complex problems involving both 
human interferences and physical processes, it is important to apply advanced spatial 
regression models such as mixed regressive–spatial autoregressive models [Overmars, et 
al., 2003] to quantify the spatial patterns in the complex system and then incorporate the 
results into the design of SEA operators.   
Though this newly-developed approach provides a fast large-scale spatial 
optimization method for the decision maker with a personal computer, this approach has 
the flexibility to be integrated with other super computer techniques such as parallel 
computers [Mckinney and Lin, 1994] or multi-core processors [Serrano et al., 2008],  
when the simulation time to complete each generation is relatively long.  
Other tree data structure such as binary tree or octree can also be used in SEA to 
enhance its flexibility of representing various spatial data structures.  Binary tree is 
flexible to represent irregular topology in distributed environments [Chai et al., 1996; 
Gong, et al., 2004]. But it may be less efficient in operating large dataset when compared 
with quadtree. Octree with eight children is most often used for three dimensional dataset 
[Shephard and Georges, 1991] but very demanding in terms of computational memory 
and capacity. 
More sophisticated management models can be employed for the practical 
groundwater management problems such as using multi-objective to balance tradeoffs 
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from different stakeholders [Deb, et al., 2002]. The SEA framework can be extended to 
incorporate the non-dominated sorting properties in the NSGA-II [Deb et al., 2002, 
Seshadri, 2007] and generate Prato-front. In addition, advanced ecological models 
[Richter et al., 1996; Yang, et al., 2008] can be employed to more accurately represent 
the constraints of environmental flow. 
5.3 Future Work 
The SEA framework can be extended to other simulation and optimization studies 
such as large-scale groundwater characterization when spatial dataset is involved. Many 
scientists [Meyer et al., 1994; Cieniawski et al., 1995; Reed et al., 2000 and 2001; Singh 
et al., 2010] have applied EA for parameter calibration such as searching for optimal 
hydraulic conductivity fields [Singh et al., 2010] because EA can be easily coupled with 
complex numerical models.  However, the maximum number of parameter zonations is 
restricted because of the expensive computations in solving a large-scale problem with a 
personal computer. Some scientists have explored parallel computing to improve 
computational efficiency of large-scale groundwater flow [Wu et al., 2002, Vrugt, et al., 
2006] and reactive transport models[Hammond et al., 2005]. However parallel computing 
requires familiarity with technical jargon and major restructuring of existing source 
codes[Vrugt, et al., 2006] and sometime not accessible to decision makers. The 
developed SEA framework provides an alternative solution to the decision makers who 
only have limited computational facilities but still want to solve this large-scale spatial 
problem. 
This thesis expects to advance insights in the context of coupled human-natural 
systems characterized by spatial patterns. A new algorithm combining evolutionary 
algorithm and spatial information is developed to solve large-scale spatial optimization 
problems in groundwater management. This tool will allow users to integrate a complex 
simulation model, a spatial pattern recognition tool and spatial domains and features into 
a framework for solving large-scale, complex groundwater management problems. 
The SEA decision support tool will be directly beneficial to both stakeholder 
communities and scientific communities with regard to how human interferences with 
natural systems can be managed to ensure sustainable water resources management such 
as large-scale hydrologic model calibration and parameter estimation[Wu et al., 2002] 
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and the characterization of complex hydro-ecological processes[Paik, 2008]. On the 
application side, the study of the ecosystem restoration problem will provide information 
to environmental groups; the study on the irrigation pumping problem will provide 
information for basin managers and stakeholders regarding irrigated agriculture 
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